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A METRIC APPROACH TO LIMIT OPERATORS
JA´N SˇPAKULA AND RUFUS WILLETT
Abstract. We extend the limit operator machinery of Rabinovich, Roch, and
Silbermann from ZN to (bounded geometry, strongly) discrete metric spaces.
We do not assume the presence of any group structure or action on our metric
spaces. Using this machinery and recent ideas of Lindner and Seidel, we show
that if a metric space X has Yu’s property A, then a band-dominated operator
on X is Fredholm if and only if all of its limit operators are invertible. We
also show that this always fails for metric spaces without property A.
1. Introduction
Thinking of an operator A on ℓppZN q as a ZN -by-ZN matrix, we say that A
is a band operator if the only non-zero entries in its matrix appear within a fixed
distance from the diagonal. The band-dominated operators in ℓppZN q are then
norm–limits of band operators. The group ZN acts on ℓppZN q by shifts: for each
m P ZN there is an isometric isomorphism Vm : ℓ
ppZN q Ñ ℓppZN q defined on the
canonical basis tδkukPZN by
Vm : δk ÞÑ δk`m.
Given a band-dominated operator A and a sequence pmnqnPN in Z
N converging
to infinity, the sequence pV´mnAVmnqnPN of shifts of A by mn always contains a
strongly convergent subsequence, and the strong limit is called the limit operator
of A associated with the given subsequence. The collection of all limit operators
of A is called the operator spectrum and is denoted σoppAq. See the book [12] and
the paper [9] for a recent list of relevant references, and also for many examples of
band-dominated operators, limit operators, and their applications.
One of the most important goals of limit operator theory is to study the Fredholm
property for the class of band-dominated operators on ℓp-spaces over ZN in terms of
the operator spectrum. The following theorem of Rabinovich, Roch and Silbermann
characterises when band-dominated operators are Fredholm.
Theorem 1.1. [12, Theorem 2.2.1] Let T be a band-dominated operator in ℓppZnq.
Then T is Fredholm if and only if all S P σoppT q are invertible and their inverses
are uniformly bounded in norm. 
Whether the uniform boundedness condition in the above is really necessary was a
long-standing open problem: it was recently shown not to be by Lindner and Seidel
[9].
John Roe [16] has explained the connection between the above setup and the large
scale (‘coarse’) geometry of more general discrete groups. In the Hilbert space case
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(i.e. p “ 2), coarse geometers call the band operators finite propagation operators
and the collection of all band-dominated operators comprises the translation C*-
algebra (also called the uniform Roe algebra in the literature). Roe extended the
symbol calculus implicit in Theorem 1.1 to all discrete groups Γ and proved the
Fredholmness criterion 1.1 for all exact discrete groups Γ.
Summarising, Roe established that the limit operator theory setup is inherently
coarse geometric in nature, and that one may expect that the operator theoretic
properties of band-dominated operators on a discrete group are closely related to
the large–scale geometry of the underlying discrete group.
Having this philosophy in mind, we extend the framework of limit operator theory
to a purely metric setting: we consider band-dominated operators over an arbitrary
(strongly discrete, bounded geometry) metric space X . As well as substantially
generalising existing results in the literature, we believe our approach clarifies the
geometric inputs that are implicitly used in the ZN case.
The traditional setting of limit operator theory and band-dominated operators
(on ZN or discrete groups) pertains to many naturally occurring operators: for
example geometric differential operators on universal covers of compact manifolds,
and their discretizations. See e.g. [9, Introduction] for a recent survey and a
collection of references. Our general metric setting covers similar operators on
discretizations of general open manifolds satisfying some reasonable ‘bounded ge-
ometry’ conditions (for example, bounded sectional curvature and injectivity radius
bounded below).
We prove that an analogue of Theorem 1.1 holds in this metric setting, including
removing the uniform boundedness condition, provided that the space X has Yu’s
Property A [22, Section 2]. Note that Property A is equivalent to exactness in the
case when X is a discrete group, and thus we recover Roe’s theorem as a special
case. We also show that our Fredholmness criterion always fails for spaces without
Property A, and thus our results are in some sense best possible; this is related to
the existence of non-compact ghost operators. Finally, in the Hilbert space case,
we explain that our framework can be phrased in terms of coarse groupoids and
groupoid C*-algebras.
Let us outline the main ideas of our setup in general terms. The notions of
band and band-dominated operators make sense for any (strongly discrete, bounded
geometry) metric space X , as the definitions only use the metric on X . Indeed,
band-dominated operators on such spaces have been extensively studied in the
context of the coarse Baum–Connes conjecture. The first obstacle to be overcome
is to generalise the notion of limit operator. In the case of ZN , or generally a
discrete group, limit operators are strong limits of (a subsequence of) shifts of a
given operators; these are not available for a general space X . We propose the
following construction.
Let X be a discrete metric space and A be a band-dominated operator on ℓppXq.
Instead of sequences of points of X tending to infinity, we shall follow Roe and
associate limit operators of A to the points ω of the Stone–Cˇech boundary of X ,
BX “ βXzX . For each ω P BX we construct a canonical limit space, denoted Xpωq,
which captures the geometry of X as one ‘looks towards infinity, in the direction of
ω’. The limit operator, ΦωpAq, of A associated to ω, will be a bounded operator on
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ℓppXpωqq. We note that when X is a discrete group, all limit spaces are (canonically
isometric to) X itself, and our notion of limit operators agrees with the original
one.
Our construction is related to that of Georgescu [7], which also makes explicit
use of ghost operators and property A. Our construction has the advantages over
Georgescu’s that our limit operators are perhaps more concretely described, and
that it works for operators on a large class of ℓp spaces, rather than just on Hilbert
spaces; on the other hand, Georgescu’s construction is more general than ours in
that it works for non-discrete metric spaces. We note that the techniques used in
this paper and those used in [7] are quite different.
Outline of the paper. After clarifying the details of the above construction in
Sections 3 and 4, we set out to prove the Fredholmness criterion, Theorem 5.1, our
analogue of Theorem 1.1. The proof of the ‘easy’ implication, which holds without
any extra assumptions on the space X , is given in Section 5. The proof of another
implication occupies Section 6; this one requires the assumption of Property A for
X . Similar results exist in the literature, but they use (complete) positivity in the
Hilbert space context; the approach in this paper works in the general ℓp-setting,
but requires different, somewhat more technical arguments. Section 7 removes the
uniform boundedness requirement in the Fredholmness criterion: we generalise the
proof of Lindner and Seidel [9] for ZN and explain that their ‘main tool’ (proved
for ZN directly) is again Property A in disguise. In Section 8 we show necessity
of Property A for Theorem 5.1: this amounts to showing that the observation
of Roe [16] on ghost operators and symbol calculus works in our general setting.
Finally, Appendix A collects the conventions on ultrafilters that we use in the paper,
Appendix B compares our approach to limit operators to others in the literature,
and Appendix C outlines the alternative picture of our setup using coarse groupoids
and their C*-algebras in the Hilbert space case.
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2. Preliminaries
We will work with operators associated to metric spaces as in the following
definition.
Definition 2.1. Let pX, dq be a metric space. For x P X and r ą 0 we denote by
BXpx; rq :“ ty P X | dpx, yq ď ru
the closed ball about x of radius r (we will often drop the subscript ‘X ’ if there is
no ambiguity).
A metric space pX, dq is strongly discrete if the collection
tdpx, yq P R | x, y P Xu
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of values of the metric is a discrete subset of R. It is bounded geometry if for every
r ą 0 there exists N “ Nprq P N such that |Bpx; rq| ď N for all x P X .
We say ‘X is a space’ as shorthand for ‘X is a strongly discrete, bounded geom-
etry metric space’ throughout the rest of this paper.
We make the blanket assumption of strong discreteness for reasons of simplicity:
removing it would make many of the arguments below significantly more technical.
Moreover, if pX, dq is any bounded geometry metric space and we set d1px, yq :“
rdpx, yqs (here r¨s is the ceiling function), then the metric space pX, d1q is a space in
our sense. The results of this paper apply directly to pX, d1q, and as the metrics d
and d1 are coarsely equivalent (roughly, give rise to the same large-scale geometry),
they can easily be transferred back to the original metric space pX, dq; thus the
strong discreteness assumption does not really lose generality. The assumption of
bounded geometry, on the other hand, is substantial: it seems most of the results
of this paper fail without it.
Note that the class of strongly discrete, bounded geometry metric spaces in
particular includes countable discrete groups (endowed with left invariant proper
metrics, for instance a word metric if the group is finitely generated).
If E is a Banach space, denote by LpEq the Banach algebra of bounded linear
operators on E. The following ‘matrix algebras’ our are main object of study.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a space and E a Banach space. Let A “ pAxyqx,yPX be
an X-by-X indexed matrix with values in LpEq. The matrix A is a band operator
(on X, with coefficients in LpEq) if
(1) the norms }Axy} are uniformly bounded;
(2) the propagation of A defined by
proppAq :“ suptdpx, yq | Axy ‰ 0u
is finite.
Let CrX ;Es denote the collection of all band operators on X with coefficients in
E; the bounded geometry condition on X implies that the usual matrix operations
and the algebra structure of LpEq make CrX ;Es into an algebra.
Examples 2.3. Let X be a space, and E a Banach space. The following two
classes of operators are the basic examples of band operators.
(1) Let f : X Ñ LpEq be a bounded function (in other words, an element of
l8pX,LpEqq. Then the diagonal matrix defined by
Axy “
#
fpxq x “ y
0 otherwise
is a band-operator of propagation 0. We refer to these as multiplication
operators, as they act as such in the natural representation (described in
Corollary 2.5 below).
An important special case occurs when f is just a bounded complex-
valued function on X , identified with the corresponding function on X
with values in the scalar multiples of the identity operator 1E P LpEq. We
identify scalar-valued functions on X with elements of CrX ;Es in this way
without further comment. In particular, if Y is a subset of X , we denote by
PY the idempotent element of CrX ;Es corresponding to the characteristic
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function of Y . Note that the operator PtxuAPtyu identifies naturally with
the matrix entry Axy.
(2) Let D,R be subsets of X , and let t : D Ñ R be a bijection such that
supxPD dpx, tpxqq is finite (such a function t is called a partial translation
on X). Define an X-by-X indexed matrix by
Vyx “
#
1E x P D and y “ tpxq
0 otherwise.
Then V is a band-operator, called a partial translation operator.
In fact the two classes of operators above generate CrX ;Es as an algebra in a
precise sense. Versions of the following lemma are very well-known.
Lemma 2.4. Let A be an element of CrX ;Es with propagation at most r. Let N “
supxPX |Bpx; rq|. Then there exist multiplication operators f1, ..., fN P l
8pX,LpEqq
such that }fk} ď supx,y }Axy} for k P t1, ..., Nu and partial translation operators
V1, ..., VN of propagation at most r such that
A “
Nÿ
k“1
fkVk.
Proof. Inductively define partial translations t1, t2, ... as follows. Let t0 be the
empty partial translation. Having defined t1, ..., tk, let tk`1 be any partial transla-
tion such that dpx, tk`1pxqq ď r for all x in the domain of tk`1, such that the graph
of tk`1 is disjoint from those of t1, ..., tk, and such that the graph of tk`1 is maximal
with respect to these conditions. We claim that tk is empty for all k ą N . Indeed,
if not, then there exists k ą N and a point x in the domain of tk. Then maximality
of t1, ..., tk´1 implies that x is in the domain of all of these partial translations and
so
t1pxq, ...., tkpxq
are distinct points in Bpx; rq, which contradicts the definition of N .
For k “ 1, ..., N , then, set Vk to the partial translation operator corresponding
to tk, and define
fk : X Ñ LpEq, fkpxq “
"
Atkpxqx x P domainptkq
0 otherwise
.
It is not difficult to check that these operators have the desired properties. 
If X is a space, E a Banach space and p P p1,8q, we shall use the notation
ℓ
p
EpXq :“ ℓ
ppX,Eq for the Banach space of p-summable functions from X to E.
Corollary 2.5. Let X be a space, E a Banach space, and p a number in p1,8q.
Let A P CrX ;Es have propagation at most r.
Then the the operator on ℓpEpXq defined by matrix multiplication by A is bounded,
with norm at most
sup
x,y
}Axy} ¨ sup
xPX
|Bpx; rq|.
Proof. Writing A as in Lemma 2.4, the operators fk have norm at most supx,y }Axy}
and the operators Vk have norm one (or zero, if the corresponding partial translation
has empty domain). 
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Now, using the above corollary we may represent CrX ;Es by bounded opera-
tors on each Banach space ℓpEpXq by matrix multiplication. It is easy to see this
representation is faithful, and we will usually identify CrX ;Es with its image in
LpℓpEpXqq in what follows.
Definition 2.6. Let X be a space, E a Banach space, and p a number in p1,8q.
The closure of CrX ;Es in its matricial representation on ℓpEpXq is denoted A
p
EpXq.
Elements of ApEpXq are called band-dominated operators on ℓ
p
EpXq.
Remark 2.7. If E is a Hilbert space (and p “ 2), then the Banach algebra A2EpXq
is in fact a C*-algebra. Moreover if E “ C, then this C*-algebra is usually called
the translation C*-algebra or the uniform Roe algebra of X in the fields of coarse
geometry and operator algebras, and denoted C˚u pXq.
On the other hand, If E is an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, then the closure
of the band operators in on ℓ2EpXq all of whose matrix entries are compact operators
is called the Roe algebra of X in these areas, and denoted C˚pXq. Hence in this
case A2EpXq contains, but is strictly larger than, the Roe algebra of X .
Definition 2.8. Let X be a space, E a Banach space, and p a number in p1,8q.
Recall that if Y is a subset of X , then PY denotes the (norm one) idempotent
operator on ℓpEpXq corresponding to the characteristic function of Y .
A bounded operator K on ℓpEpXq is P-compact if for any ǫ ą 0 there exists a
finite subset F of X such that
}K ´KPF } ă ǫ and }K ´ PFK} ă ǫ.
Write KpEpXq for the collection of all P-compact operators on ℓ
p
EpXq.
Remark 2.9. If E is finite dimensional, the P-compact operators on ℓpEpXq are
exactly those that can be approximated in norm by finite rank operators. Any such
ℓ
p
EpXq has a Schauder basis, and so has the approximation property. Thus the
P-compact operators are exactly the compact operators in this case. Many of the
results of this paper are easier to digest (but still non-trivial) in the case that E is
finite dimensional, or even when E “ C, and the reader is encouraged to consider
this case.
Lemma 2.10. The collection KpEpXq is a closed two-sided ideal in the algebra
A
p
EpXq of band-dominated operators.
Proof. Let K be P-compact. If F Ď X is finite and such that }PFK ´ K} ă
ǫ and }KPF ´ K} ă ǫ, then }PFKPF ´ K} ă 2ǫ. As each operator PFKPF
is a band operator, this shows that K is band-dominated. The collection of P-
compact operators is norm closed as the norm of any PF (where F is non-empty)
is one. Finally, note that if A is a band-operator, then for any finite subset F of X ,
there exists a finite subset G of X such that PFAPG “ PFA and PGAPF “ APF :
indeed, we may just take
G “ tx P X | dpx, F q ď proppAqu.
The fact that KpEpXq is an ideal in A
p
EpXq follows from this. 
Definition 2.11. Let X be a space, E a Banach space, and p a number in p1,8q.
A band-dominated operator A on ℓpEpXq is P-Fredholm if there exists a bounded
operator B on ℓpEpXq such that AB´1 and BA´1 are in K
p
EpXq, i.e. A is invertible
modulo the P-compact operators.
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Remark 2.12. If E is finite dimensional then Remark 2.9 and Atkinson’s theorem
together imply that the P-Fredholm operators are precisely the band-dominated
operators that are Fredholm in the usual sense.
The central goal of this paper is to derive a criterion determining when a band-
dominated operator is P-Fredholm. It turns out this is intimately connected to
the geometry at infinity of X : in the next section, we will discuss the necessary
preliminaries from metric space theory.
3. Limit spaces
Throughout this section, X is a space in the sense of Definition 2.1. We will freely
use the terminology of ultrafilters on X and the associated Stone-Cˇech compactifi-
cation βX and boundary BX : this material is recalled for the reader’s convenience
in Appendix A.
The following definition has already appeared in Example 2.3 above, but we
isolate it here as it is particularly important for this section.
Definition 3.1. A function t : D Ñ R with domain and range subsets D, R of X
is called a partial translation (on X) if it is a bijection from D to R, and if
sup
xPD
dpx, tpxqq
is finite.
Definition 3.2. Fix an ultrafilter ω P βX . A partial translation t : D Ñ R on X
is compatible with ω if ωpDq “ 1 (i.e. ω is in the closure D). If ω is compatible with
t, then considering t as a function t : D Ñ βX we may use Definition A.3 to define
tpωq :“ lim
ω
t P βX.
For a fixed ultrafilter ω P βX , an ultrafilter α P βX is compatible with ω if
there exists a partial translation t which is compatible with ω, and which satisfies
tpωq “ α.
Remark 3.3. If we unravel the definition of limω above, we arrive at the following
alternative description of ultrafilters α compatible with a given ω.
An ultrafilter α P βX is compatible with ω P βX , if there exists a partial
translation t : D Ñ R such that ωpDq “ 1 and such that for any S Ď X we have
ωpSq “ 1 iff αpt´1pS XRqq “ 1.
It is easy to see from this that the relation of compatibility on elements of βX
is symmetric and reflexive. If moreover s : Ds Ñ Rs shows α compatible to β,
and t : Dt Ñ Rt shows that β is compatible to γ, then βpDtq “ βpRsq “ 1 and so
βpDt XRsq “ 1; hence αps
´1pDt XRsqq “ 1 and thus
t ˝ s|s´1pDtXRsq : s
´1pDt XRsq Ñ tpRs XDtq
shows that α is compatible to γ. Thus compatibility is an equivalence relation.
Note that if ω P X Ď βX (i.e. ω is a principal ultrafilter), then the collection
of ultrafilters compatible with ω consists precisely of all principal ultrafilters on X ,
i.e. all points of X itself.
We will now show an essential uniqueness statement: if ω is an ultrafilter then any
two partial translations s, t that are compatible with ω and such that spωq “ tpωq
are essentially the same, where ‘essentially’ means ‘off a set of ω-measure zero’.
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Lemma 3.4. Let X be a space, and ω be an ultrafilter on X. Say t : Dt Ñ Rt and
s : Ds Ñ Rs are two partial translations compatible with ω such that spωq “ tpωq.
Then if
D :“ tx P Dt XDs | tpxq “ spxqu
we have that ωpDq “ 1.
We first need a combinatorial lemma (which is probably very well-known).
Lemma 3.5. Let B and C be sets. Let s, t : B Ñ C be bijections such that for
all a P B, spaq ‰ tpaq. Then there exists a decomposition of B into three disjoint
subsets
B “ B0 \B1 \B2
such that for all i P t0, 1, 2u, spBiq X tpBiq “ ∅.
The case that B “ C “ t1, 2, 3u, s is the identity, and t is a cyclic permutation,
shows that one cannot get away with less than three subsets.
Proof. Replacing t and s with s´1 ˝ t and s´1 ˝ s, it suffices to show that if B is a
set and t : B Ñ B a bijection such that tpbq ‰ b for all b P B, then there exists a
decomposition B “ B1 \B2 \B3 such that tpBiq XBi “ ∅ for all i P t0, 1, 2u. We
will now prove this.
As t is now a bijection from B to itself, it gives rise to an action of Z (thought
of as generated by t) on B which partitions B into orbits. As tpbq ‰ b for all b P B
there are no single point orbits, and so each orbit has one of the following forms.
(1) t..., t´2pbq, t´1pbq, b “ t0pbq, tpbq, t2pbq, ...u (going on infinitely in both direc-
tions) for some b P B.
(2) tb “ t0pbq, tpbq, ..., tnpbqu for some n ě 1 and b P B such that tn`1pbq “ b.
Define the subsets B0, B1 and B2 as follows. For each orbit, fix once and for all a
representation of the type above. For an orbit of type (2) with n even and i “ n,
put tipbq into B2. In all other cases, put t
ipbq into Bi mod 2 (where i mod 2 is always
construed as 0 or 1). A routine case-by-case analysis shows that this works. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Define
C :“ pDs XDtqzD “ tx P Ds XDt | tpxq ‰ spxqu.
Noting that as ωpDsq “ ωpDtq “ 1, we have ωpDs XDtq “ 1. Hence if we assume
for contradiction that ωpDq “ 0, then ωpCq “ 1. Lemma 3.5 implies that we
may decompose C into three disjoint subsets, C “ C0 \ C1 \ C2, such that for
i P t1, 2, 3u,
(1) tpCiq X spCiq “ ∅.
We must have ωpCiq “ 1 for some i P t0, 1, 2u; say without loss of generality
ωpC1q “ 1. Write α “ limω t. Then
α “ lim
ω
s|C1 “ lim
ω
t|C1 ,
whence, by definition of ω-limits, α is in the closures of both tpC1q and spC1q, i.e.
αptpC1qq “ αpspC1qq “ 1.
This contradicts line (1), so ωpDq “ 1 as claimed. 
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Definition 3.6. Fix an ultrafilter ω on X . Write Xpωq for the collection of all
ultrafilters on X that are compatible with ω.
A compatible family for ω is a collection of partial translations ttαuαPXpωq indexed
by Xpωq such that each tα is compatible with ω and satisfies tαpωq “ α.
The set Xpωq should be thought of as the collection of ultrafilters that are at a
‘finite distance’ from ω. Our next goal is to make this more precise by equipping
Xpωq with a canonical metric.
Proposition 3.7. Fix an ultrafilter ω P βX, and a compatible family ttα : Dα Ñ
RαuαPXpωq.
Define a function dω : Xpωq ˆXpωq Ñ r0,8q by the formula.
dωpα, βq “ lim
xÑω
dptαpxq, tβpxqq.
Then dω is a metric on Xpωq that does not depend on the choice of the compatible
family ttαu. Moreover,
tdωpα, βq | α, β P Xpωqu Ď tdpx, yq | x, y P Xu
and
max
αPXpωq
|BXpωqpα; rq| ď max
xPX
|BXpx; rq|,
whence in particular the metric space pXpωq, dωq is strongly discrete and of bounded
geometry.
Proof. With notation as in the statement, note first that ωpDα X Dβq “ 1 and
supxPDαXDβ dptαpxq, tβpyqq ă 8, whence the limit defining dω makes sense. We will
first show that dω does not depend on the family ttαuαPXpωq of partial translations.
As we clearly have dωpα, βq “ dωpβ, αq for any α, β P Xpωq, it suffices to show that
for each fixed β, if we replace tα : Dα Ñ Rα with some s : Ds Ñ Rs such that
spωq “ α, then
lim
xÑω
dptαpxq, tβpxqq “ lim
xÑω
dpspxq, tβpxqq.
Lemma 3.4 implies that if
D “ tx P Dα XDs | tαpxq “ spxqu,
then ωpDq “ 1. Note that the limits
lim
xÑω
dptαpxq, tβpxqq, lim
xÑω
dpspxq, tβpxqq
are unaffected if we only use the restrictions of the functions x ÞÑ dptαpxq, tβpxqq
and x ÞÑ dpspxq, tβpxqq to D XDβ, whence they are the same as required.
We now claim that we may assume that for any fixed α, β P Xpωq, the function
x ÞÑ dptαpxq, tβpxqq is constant. Indeed, as tα and tβ are partial translations and
X is strongly discrete, this function can only take finitely many distinct values, say
r1, ..., rk. For i P t1, ..., ku, define
Di :“ tx P Dα XDβ | dptαpxq, tβpxqq “ riu.
Then there must exist precisely one i P t1, ..., ku such that ωpDiq “ 1; replacing tα
and tβ with their restrictions to this Di establishes the claim.
Given this claim, the remaining parts of the statement follow easily on comparing
the values of dω on Xpωq ˆXpωq to those of d on X ˆX . 
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Definition 3.8. For each non-principal ultrafilter ω onX , the metric space pXpωq, dωq
is called the limit space of X at ω.
Proposition 3.9. Fix an ultrafilter ω P βX. For any α P Xpωq we have Xpαq “
Xpωq as metric spaces.
Proof. Remark 3.3 shows that compatibility is an equivalence relation, which im-
plies Xpαq “ Xpωq as sets. We now show that the metrics dα and dω are in fact
the same: for β, γ P Xpωq, we have
dαpβ, γq “ lim
xÑα
dptβ ˝ t
´1
α pxq, tγ ˝ t
´1
α pxqq.
Applying Remark 3.3 again, we see that the above limit is in fact equal to
lim
xÑω
dptβpxq, tγpxqq “ dωpβ, γq,
which finishes the proof. 
It is perhaps not obvious at this point what aspect of the geometry of X a limit
space Xpωq is capturing. We will spend the rest of this section trying to make this
a bit clearer in a way that will be useful later: the following proposition makes limit
spaces a bit more concrete, and allows us to give some examples.
Proposition 3.10. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X, and ttα : Dα Ñ Rαu
a compatible family for ω.
For each finite subset F of Xpωq there exists a subset Y of X with ωpY q “ 1,
and such that for each y P Y there is a finite subset Gpyq of X such that the map
fy : F Ñ Gpyq, α ÞÑ tαpyq
is a surjective isometry.
Thus in some sense, the geometry of Xpωq models the geometry of X ‘around’
sets of ω-measure one.
Proof of Proposition 3.10. As the metric on X is strongly discrete and using the
definition of dω, we must have that for each α, β P Xpωq, the set
Yαβ :“ tx P Dα | dptαpxq, tβpxqq “ dωpα, βqu
has ω-measure one. Set
Y “
č
α,βPF
Yαβ ;
as this is a finite intersection of subsets of X of ω-measure one, it too has ω-measure
one. For each y P Y , define
Gpyq :“ ttαpyq | α P F u
and define fy : F Ñ Gpyq by fypαq “ tαpyq; these sets and maps have the desired
properties. 
Definition 3.11. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X , ttαu a compatible
family for ω, and F a finite subset of Xpωq. We call a collection tfy : F Ñ GpyquyPY
with the properties in Proposition 3.10 above a local coordinate system for F (with
respect to ttαu). The maps fy : F Ñ Gpyq are called local coordinates.
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Remark 3.12. Assume that F Ď Xpωq is a metric ball Bpω; rq. Then for any
compatible family ttαu, there exists a local coordinate system tfy : F Ñ Gpyqu
for F with respect to ttαu such that each Gpyq is the ball Bpy; rq. Indeed, take
any local coordinate system tfy : F Ñ GpyquyPY0 . It is clear that the range of any
local coordinate fy : Bpω; rq Ñ Gpyq is a subset of Bpy; rq, and thus we may define
Y “ ty P Y0 | fy is onto Bpy; rqu.
It suffices to show that ωpY q “ 1. Note that for every y P Y0zY , there exists
xy P Bpy; rqzfypBpω; rqq. Define t : Y0zY Ñ X by tpyq “ xy. If ωpY q “ 0, then t
is compatible with ω and necessarily tpωq P Bpω; rq. This implies that xy is in the
range of fy for all y P Y0zY , which is a contradiction.
Remark 3.13. Using some language from metric geometry, the spaces Xpωq admit
the following alternative description; we will not use this in what follows, but
thought it might be useful to some readers to point it out.
Given ω P βX , one can use the above proposition to find a sequence pxnq in
X that tends to infinity and such that the pointed metric space pXpωq, ωq is the
pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of the sequence of pointed metric spaces pX, xnq.
Conversely, any limit space of X arises as a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit in this
way. However, Gromov-Hausdorff limits traditionally concern isometry classes of
spaces, not the spaces themselves. For the purposes of this paper, it is important
that the spaces pX, xnq converge to pXpωq, ωq in a specific way, as seen in the
previous proposition.
Examples 3.14. In the following examples, we look at which metric spaces can
arise as limit spaces of a given metric space. We leave the justifications - which are
not difficult, given Proposition 3.10 - to the reader.
(1) Let X “ G be a discrete group, equipped with any (strongly discrete,
bounded geometry) metric that is invariant under the natural left action of
G on itself. Then all limit spaces of G are isometric to G with the given
metric (see Lemma B.1).
In particular, if X “ ZN equipped with any metric defined by restricting
a norm from RN , then all limit spaces are isometric to ZN (with the same
metric).
(2) If X “ N with its usual metric, then all limit spaces are isometric to Z with
its usual metric.
(3) If X “ tpx, yq P R2 | x, y P Nu with the subspace metric, then all limit
spaces are isometric to one of
tpx, yq P R2 | x PN, y P Zu, tpx, yq P R2 | x P Z, y P Nu,
tpx, yq P R2 | x, y P Zu,
corresponding to ultrafilters that contain a vertical ray, a horizontal ray,
and neither, respectively. Of course, the first and second of these are them-
selves isometric! - nonetheless, we thought it would be useful to list them
separately as they arise naturally in these forms.
(4) If } ¨ }8 denotes the ℓ
8 norm on R2 and
X “ tpx, yq P R2 | x, y P Z, }px, yq}8 “ n
2 for some n P Nu
with the restricted ℓ8 metric, then all limit spaces of X are isometric to Z.
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(5) Say G is a discrete group generated by a finite set S. Define
S˘n “ tg P G | g “ s˘11 ¨ ¨ ¨ s
˘1
m , m ď n, si P Su,
and define the word metric on G by
dpg, hq “ mintn | g´1h P S˘nu.
Let
G “ G0 DG1 DG2 D ¨ ¨ ¨
be a nested sequence of finite index normal subgroups of G such that
XGn “ teu. The box space associated to this data is the disjoint union
X “ \npG{Gnq, where each finite group G{Gn is equipped with the word
metric associated to the (image of the) fixed finite generating set of G, and
X is equipped with any metric that restricts to these metrics on G{Gn and
satisfies
dpGn, Gnq Ñ 8 as n,mÑ8 , n ‰ m.
Examples of this form have been intensively studied in coarse geometry:
see for example [15, Sections 11.3 and 11.5], [1], and [11]. All limit spaces
of a box space are isometric to G, equipped with the given word metric.
Note that the previous example can be identified with the special case of
this one where G “ Z, the generating set is t1u, and the subgroups are
Gn “ 8n
2Z.
4. Limit operators
Throughout the section X denotes a space as in Definition 2.1, E denotes a fixed
Banach space, and p is a fixed number in p1,8q.
We will consider ‘limits at infinity’ of band-dominated operators; the following
definition formalises the requirement that such limits exist.
Definition 4.1. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X . An operator A in
A
p
EpXq is rich at ω if for any pair of partial translations t, s compatible with ω, the
limit
lim
xÑω
Atpxqspxq
exists for the norm topology on LpEq. We denote ApEpXq
$,ω the collection of band-
dominated operators that are rich at ω.
If A is rich at ω for all ω in BX , it is said to be rich. We denote ApEpXq
$ the
collection of all rich band-dominated operators.
Remark 4.2. Observe that if E is finite dimensional, then all the operators in
A
p
EpXq are automatically rich. Indeed, this follows as all the matrix entries of
some band-dominated A are contained in the ball about zero of radius }A} in E,
which is compact.
Remark 4.3. The reader may wonder whether rich band-dominated operators are
automatically approximable in norm by rich band operators. We show that this
is indeed the case in Theorem 6.6. However, we require an extra assumption on
the space X (namely Yu’s property A, introduced in Section 6), so we postpone
proving and using this result until Section 6, where the technique naturally fits.
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Definition 4.4. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X , and A be a band-
dominated operator on ℓpEpXq that is rich at ω. Fix a compatible family ttαuαPXpωq
for ω.
The limit operator of A at ω, denoted ΦωpAq, is the Xpωq-by-Xpωq indexed
matrix with entries in LpEq defined by
Aαβ :“ lim
xÑω
Atαpxqtβpxq.
The following lemma is immediate from Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 4.5. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X, and A be a band-dominated
operator on ℓpEpXq that is rich at ω. The limit operator ΦωpAq does not depend on
the choice of compatible family. 
We emphasise at this point that the limit operator ΦωpAq is a fairly formal
object: it is only an abstractly defined matrix, and in particular does not obviously
operate on anything! The next proposition, which is a development of Proposition
3.10, will help us to make limit operators a little more concrete.
Proposition 4.6. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X, and A be a band-
dominated operator on ℓpEpXq that is rich at ω. Let F be a finite subset of Xpωq
and ǫ ą 0. Let ttαu be a compatible family of partial translations for ω.
Then there exists a local coordinate system tfy : F Ñ GpyquyPY as in Definition
3.11 such that for each y P Y , if
U : ℓpEpF q Ñ ℓ
p
EpGpyqq, pUξqpxq :“ ξpf
´1
y pxqq
is the linear isometry induced by fy, then (recalling the notation for idempotents
from Definition 2.8), we have that
}U´1PGpyqAPGpyqU ´ PFΦωpAqPF } ă ǫ,
where we think of PFΦωpAqPF as a finite F -by-F matrix, with entries in LpEq,
acting on ℓpEpF q by matrix multiplication.
Proof. For each α, β P Xpωq set
Vαβ “ tx P Dα XDβ | }Atαpxqtβpyq ´ ΦωpAqαβ} ă ǫ{|F |
2u.
Then by definition of dω and ΦωpAq, the sets Vαβ have ω-measure one, whence
Yαβ :“ Vαβ X Y0 has ω-measure one too. Now set
Y “
č
α,βPF
Yαβ ,
which again has ω-measure one as it is a finite intersection of sets with ω-measure
one. The choices of Vαβ guarantee that this Y has the right properties. 
Corollary 4.7. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X, and A be a band-
dominated operator on ℓpEpXq that is rich at ω. Then the matrix ΦωpAq defines
a bounded operator on ℓpEpXpωqq with norm at most }A}.
Proof. Assume for contradiction this is not the case. Then there exists a finite
subset F of Xpωq such that }PFΦωpAqPF } has norm at least }A} ` ǫ for some
ǫ ą 0. Using Proposition 4.6, however, it follows that there exists a finite subset G
of X which is isometric to F and such that
|}PGAPG} ´ }PFΦωpAqPF }| ă ǫ{2.
As }PGAPG} ď }A}, this is a contradiction. 
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Corollary 4.7 allows us to canonically identify each limit operator ΦωpAq with a
concrete bounded operator on ℓpEpXpωqq; we will do this without further comment
from now on.
The next lemma is the final technical ingredient we need to derive the main
properties of limit operators.
Lemma 4.8. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X, let A and B be operators
in ApEpXq that are rich at ω. Let ttαu be a compatible family for ω. Then for any
α, β in Xpωq, the limit
lim
xÑω
pABqtαpxqtβpxq
exists for the norm topology on LpEq and equals pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ .
The main point of the proof is the observation that if A and B are band operators,
then then the number of terms in the sum expressing any matrix entry in the
product AB is uniformly bounded. Hence, the norm convergence of the appropriate
entries of A and B to the appropriate entries of ΦωpAq and ΦωpBq will imply the
same for the products. Making this idea precise and working for band-dominated
operators requires making approximations along the way.
Proof. Fix α, β P Xpωq. Note that the operator pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ P LpEq makes
sense by the assumption that A and B are rich at ω. It suffices to show that for
each ǫ ą 0
ω
`
tx P X | }pABqtαpxqtβpxq ´ pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ} ă ǫu
˘
“ 1.
As A and B are band-dominated, there exists r ą 0 such that if x is any point in
X and G is a subset of X containing the ball Bpx; rq, then
(2) }PtxuAp1´ PGq} ă
ǫ
3}B}
.
On the other hand, Corollary 4.7 implies that ΦωpAq and ΦωpBq are bounded,
whence there exists a finite subset F of Xpωq such that
(3) }PtαuΦωpAqp1 ´ PF q} ă
ǫ
3}B}
.
Expanding F if necessary, we may assume that F contains both the balls Bpα; rq
and Bpβ; rq. Note that line (3) implies that
}pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ ´ pΦωpAqPFΦωpBqqαβ}
“ }PtαuΦωpAqp1 ´ PF qΦωpBqPtβu}
ď }PtαuΦωpAqp1 ´ PF q}}ΦωpBqPtβu} ă ǫ{3(4)
using Corollary 4.7.
Let tfy : F Ñ GpyquyPY0 be a local coordinate system for F as in Definition 3.11.
The assumptions on r as in line (2) and the fact that fy is an isometry imply that
for each y P Y0,
}pABqtαpyqtβpyq ´ pAPGpyqBqtαpyqtβpyq}
ď }PttαpyquAp1 ´ PGpyqq}}BPttβpyqu} ă ǫ{3.(5)
On the other hand, for each γ P F , set
Yαγ :“ ty P Y0 | }Atαpyqtγpyq ´ ΦωpAqαγ} ă
ǫ
3|F |}B}
u
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and similarly
Yγβ :“ ty P Y0 | }Btγpyqtβpyq ´ ΦωpBqγα} ă
ǫ
3|F |}A}
u.
The definition of ΦωpAq implies that ωpYαγq “ 1, and similarly ωpYγβq “ 1, whence
as F is finite, if we define Y :“ XγPF pYαγ XYγβq, then ωpY q “ 1. We have that for
every y P Y ,
}pAPGpyqBqtαpyqtβpyq ´ pΦωpAqPFΦωpBqqαβ}
ď
ÿ
γPF
}AtαpyqtγpyqBtγpyqtβpyq ´ ΦωpAqαγΦωpBqγβ} ă ǫ{3.
Combining this with lines (4) and (5) gives
}pABqtαpyqtβpyq ´ pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ}
ď }pABqtαpyqtβpyq ´ pAPGpyqBqtαpyqtβpyq}
` }pAPGpyqBqtαpyqtβpyq ´ pΦωpAqPFΦωpBqqαβ}
` }pΦωpAqPFΦωpBqqαβ ´ pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ} ă ǫ
for all y P Y as required. 
Corollary 4.9. A
p
EpXq
$,ω is a closed subalgebra of ApEpXq.
Proof. Note first that if pAnq is a sequence in A
p
EpXq that converges in norm to A,
then the matrix entries of each An converge uniformly to those of A, i.e.
sup
x,yPX
}pAnqxy ´Axy} Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
It follows from this that if each An is rich at ω, then for any α, β P Xpωq and
corresponding partial translations tα, tβ , we have
lim
xÑω
Atαpxqtβpxq “ limnÑ8
lim
xÑω
pAnqtαpxqtβpxq,
and in particular the limit on the left exists. Hence A is rich at ω, and thus the
collection of operators that are rich at ω is closed.
It is easy to see that ApEpXq
$,ω is closed under scalar multiplication and addition.
Lemma 4.8 implies that it is closed under multiplication, so we are done. 
The following theorem collects together some important properties of the process
of taking a limit operator.
Theorem 4.10. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on X, and recall that ApEpXq
$,ω
denotes the Banach algebra of band-dominated operators on ℓpEpXq that are rich at
ω. Then the map
Φω : A
p
EpXq
$,ω Ñ LpℓpEpXpωqqq
that takes each element of the left-hand-side to its limit operator at ω has the fol-
lowing properties.
(1) Φω is contractive: for all A P A
p
EpXq
$,ω, we have
}ΦωpAq}Lpℓp
E
pXpωqqq ď }A}Lpℓp
E
pXqq.
(2) Φω takes band operators to band operators, and does not increase propagation.
(3) Φω is a homomorphism.
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Proof. Point (1) is just Corollary 4.7.
For point (2), assume that ΦωpAqαβ ‰ 0 where α, β P Xpωq satisfy dωpα, βq “ r.
It suffices to show that there exist x, y P X such that dpx, yq “ r and Axy ‰ 0.
Say }ΦωpAqαβ} “ ǫ ą 0. Then for any partial translations tα, tβ taking ω to α, β
respectively, we have that if
Y :“ tx P X | }Atαpxqtβpxq ´ ΦωpAqαβ}u ă ǫ{2u,
then ωpY q “ 1. Passing to a subset of Y of ω-measure one, we may assume that
dptαpxq, tβpxqq “ r for all x P Y . In particular, for any x P Y , }Atαpxqtβpxq} ě ǫ{2 ą
0 and dptαpxq, tβpxqq “ r, which forces the propagation of A to be be at least r as
required.
Point (3) follows by a check of matrix coefficients: for linearity this is clear, while
Lemma 4.8 says exactly that for any α, β P Xpωq
ΦωpABqαβ “ pΦωpAqΦωpBqqαβ ,
and thus multiplication is also preserved. 
Remark 4.11. Note that if E is a Hilbert space (and p “ 2), then A2EpXq is a
C˚-algebra, and each A2EpXq
$,ω is a C˚-subalgebra (i.e. is closed under taking
adjoints). Moreover, the homomorphisms Φω are ˚-homomorphisms.
Definition 4.12. Let A P ApEpXq
$ be a rich band-dominated operator. The col-
lection
σoppAq :“ tΦωpAq P Lpℓ
p
EpXpωqqq | ω P BXu
is called the operator spectrum of X .
In the next three sections, we will discuss how the operator spectrum can be
used to detect Fredholmness.
We conclude this section with some simple examples. We leave the justifications,
which are not difficult, given Proposition 4.6 and Examples 3.14, to the reader.
Examples 4.13. (1) Let X “ N, so all limit spaces of N identify canonically
with Z as in Example 3.14, part (2). Let V be the unilateral shift operator
on ℓppNq. Then all limit operators identify with the bilateral shift on ℓppZq.
(2) Similarly, if X “ N, consider ℓ2pNq as identified with the Hardy space H2
of the disk in the usual way. Let Tf be a Toeplitz operator on H
2 with
continuous symbol f : S1 Ñ C. Then all limit operators of T correspond to
the symbol f , considered as acting by convolution on ℓ2pZq via its Fourier
transform.
(3) Let X be a general space, and f P ℓ8pXq act on ℓppXq by multiplication.
Then all limit operators are multiplication operators on ℓppXpωqq. In gen-
eral, the collection could be very complicated. However, in some cases it
simplifies substantially, even if one cannot compute what the limit spaces
Xpωq themselves are. For example, assume f is slowly oscillating in the
sense that for all r, ǫ ą 0 there exists a finite subset F of X such that
sup
xPXzF
sup
dpx,yqďr
|fpxq ´ fpyq| ă ǫ
(compare [12, Section 2.4] which looks at this class when X “ ZN , and also
[14, Chapter 5], which discusses such functions from the point of view of
the Higson corona and applications to manifold topology). Then all limit
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operators are scalars. The operator spectrum, as a set of scalars, identifies
with the set č
finiteFĎX
fpXzF q Ď C.
5. The main theorem
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this paper, which characterises
when a band-dominated operator is P-Fredholm in terms of limit operators. This
theorem does not hold without further assumptions on the underlying space: we
need to assume property A in the sense of Yu [22, Section 2]. We will introduce this
property in two distinct forms later in the paper at the points it is needed. Suffice
to say for now that many natural examples of metric spaces have property A:
for example, many negatively curved spaces [17], finite dimensional non-positively
curved cube complexes [2], and all countable subgroups of groups of invertible
matrices (over any field) [8] have property A.
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a space as in Definition 2.1, p P p1,8q and let E be a
Banach space. Assume that X has property A. Let A be a rich band-dominated
operator on ℓpEpXq. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) A is P-Fredholm;
(2) all the limit operators ΦωpAq are invertible, and supωPBX }ΦωpAq
´1} is finite;
(3) all the limit operators ΦωpAq are invertible.
Remark 5.2. Note that the definition of A being a P-Fredholm operator (Definition
2.11 above) requires the existence of a bounded operator B on ℓpEpXq that is an
inverse for A modulo KpEpXq. Inspection of the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that
we can do a bit better: B can be taken to be a band-dominated operator, provided
X has property A.
At the end of this section, we give the proof of (1) implies (2), which follows along
similar lines to that of [12, Proposition 1.2.9], and does not require the property A
assumption. The implication (2) implies (3) is of course trivial.
In the next two sections, we prove (3) implies (2) and (2) implies (1) completing
the proof of the theorem. Neither of these results seems to admit an easy proof: in
particular, both make non-trivial uses of property A. They do this in quite different
guises, however: (3) implies (2) uses a version of the metric sparsification property
of Chen, Tessera, Wang, and Yu [5], while (2) implies (1) uses the existence of
‘slowly varying’ partitions of unity as introduced by Guentner and Dadarlat [6].
We do not know if property A is necessary for the implication (3) implies (2),
although we suspect it probably is. It is certainly necessary for the implication (2)
implies (1), as is discussed in Section 8.
Embarking now on the proof of Theorem 5.1, (1) implies (2), we separate a part
of the proof as an auxiliary Lemma:
Lemma 5.3. Let A be band-dominated operator on ℓpEpXq, rich at ω P BX. For
any finitely supported unit vector v P ℓpEpXpωqq, any finite subset G Ď X and any
ǫ ą 0, there exists a unit vector w P ℓpEpXq, such that
|}Aw} ´ }ΦωpAqv}| ă ǫ
and supppwq XG “ H.
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Proof. Fix ǫ ą 0 and a finitely supported unit vector v P ℓpEpXpωqq, say supported
in some ball Bpω, rq Ď Xpωq. Since ΦωpAq is a bounded operator on ℓ
p
EpXpωqq,
there exists r1 ě r, such that for any R ě r1››PBpω;RqΦωpAqv ´ ΦωpAqv›› ă ǫ{3.
As A is band-dominated, there is a band operator1 A1, such that }A´A1} ă ǫ{6.
Fix now R “ maxtr1, r` 2 proppA1qu. For any unit vector w P ℓpEpXq, supported
in a ball Bpx; rq Ď X for some x P X , we have that››PBpx;RqAw ´Aw›› ď ››PBpx;RqAw ´ PBpx;RqA1w››`
`
››PBpx;RqA1w ´A1w›› ` ››A1w ´Aw›› ă ǫ{3,
since PBpx;RqA
1w “ A1w as A1 can spread the support of w by at most 2 proppA1q.
Using Proposition 4.6, there is a local coordinate system tfy : Bpω;Rq Ñ
GpyquyPY and corresponding collection of linear isometries tUy : ℓ
p
EpBpω;Rqq Ñ
ℓ
p
EpGpyqquyPY , such that
}U´1y PGpyqAPGpyqUy ´ PFΦωpAqPF } ă ǫ{3.
In particular, for each y P Y the vector wy :“ Uyv P ℓ
p
EpXq is supported in Bpy; rq
and so ˇˇ
}PBpy;RqAwy} ´ }PBpω;RqΦωpAqv}
ˇˇ
ă ǫ{3.
Consequently, putting the estimates together,
|}Awy} ´ }ΦωpAqv}| ă ǫ,
for every y P Y . As Y is infinite and X has bounded geometry, we can arrange that
supppwyq XG Ď Bpy; rq XG “ H for any given finite G Ď X . 
Proof of Theorem 5.1, (1) implies (2). LetA be a rich band-dominated P-Fredholm
operator on ℓpEpXq, so there exists a bounded operator B on ℓ
p
EpXq such that
K1 :“ AB´1 andK2 :“ BA´1 are P-compact operators. Let ω be a non-principal
ultrafilter on X . We will first show that ΦωpAq is bounded below independently of
ω; more precisely, we will show that }ΦωpAqv} ě 1{}B} for all finitely supported
unit vectors v P ℓpEpXpωqq. Fix then some finitely supported v P ℓ
p
EpXpωqq.
Take ǫ ą 0. Then }K2PG ´K2} ă ǫ for some finite G Ď X . Hence any vector
w P ℓpEpXq whose support misses G will satisfy }K2w} ă ǫ. Now Lemma 5.3 delivers
a unit vector w P ℓpEpXq with
|}Aw} ´ }ΦωpAqv}| ă ǫ
and satisfying }K2w} ă ǫ. We compute
}B}}Aw} ě }BAw} “ }p1´K2qw} ě }w} ´ }K2w} ě 1´ ǫ.
Hence
}ΦωpAqv} ě }Aw} ´ ǫ ě
1´ ǫ
}B}
´ ǫ.
Letting ǫÑ 0 shows that }ΦωpAqv} ě 1{}B} as required.
Let now q be the conjugate index of p, i.e. q satisfies 1{q ` 1{p “ 1. Note
that the adjoints of P-compact operators on ℓpEpXq are P-compact on ℓ
q
E˚
pXq, and
1We cannot assume that it is rich without assuming property A and appealing to Theorem
6.6.
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that adjoints of rich band-dominated operators on ℓpEpXq are rich band-dominated
operators on ℓq
E˚
pXq. An analogous argument to the above then shows that ΦωpAq
˚
is bounded below by 1{}B} as an operator on ℓp
E˚
pXpωqq, where q is the conjugate
index of p. It follows that ΦωpAq is invertible, and that the norm of its inverse is
at most }B}, as required. 
6. Partitions of unity, and constructing parametrices
In this section, we prove the implication (2) implies (1) from Theorem 5.1.
Throughout this section X is a space as in Definition 2.1, E is a Banach space,
and p is a fixed number in p1,8q. We set q P p1,8q to be the conjugate index of p,
i.e. the unique number such that 1{p` 1{q “ 1.
6.1. Partitions of unity and constructing operators.
Definition 6.1. A metric p-partition of unity on X is a collection tφi : X Ñ r0, 1su
of functions on X satisfying the following conditions.
(1) There exists N P N such that for each x P X , at most N of the numbers
φipxq are non-zero.
(2) The φi have uniformly bounded supports, i.e.
sup
i
pdiamptx P X | φipxq ­“ 0uqq ă 8.
(3) For each x P X ,
ř
iPIpφipxqq
p “ 1.
Let r, ǫ be positive numbers. A metric p-partition of unity tφiu has pr, ǫq-
variation if whenever x, y P X satisfy dpx, yq ď r, thenÿ
iPI
|φipxq ´ φipyq|
p ă ǫp.
The space X has property A if for any r, ǫ ą 0 there exists a metric p-partition
of unity with pr, ǫq-variation.
Remark 6.2. This definition does not depend on p. It is equivalent to the ‘standard’
definition of property A by [21, Theorem 1.2.4]. More precisely, the item (6) in this
Theorem is precisely the above definition for p “ 1; however the proofs work (with
the obvious changes) for any p P r1,8q.
In the rest of this section, we will show how to use partitions of unity to construct
a parametrix for an operator satisfying the assumptions of part (2) of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 6.3. Let tφiuiPI be a metric p-partition of unity on X as in Definition
6.1.
Let J be a subset of the index set I, and assume that we have been given a
collection of bounded operators tBiuiPJ on ℓ
p
EpXq such that M :“ supi }Bi} is
finite. Then the sum ÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Biφi
converges strongly to a band operator of norm at most M on ℓpEpXq.
Proof. The conditions on the partition of unity imply that if v P ℓpEpXq has finite
support, then only finitely many of the terms in the sum
ř
iPJ φ
p{q
i Biφiv are non-
zero. Hence this sum represents a well-defined vector in ℓpEpXq. To establish strong
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convergence, it thus suffices to show that the assignment v ÞÑ
ř
iPJ φ
p{q
i Biφiv (de-
fined on the dense subspace of ℓpEpXq consisting of functions with finite support)
is a bounded operator. We show that for any v P ℓpEpXq of finite support, we have
that ›››ÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Biφiv
››› ďM}v}
(which of course also establishes the norm bound). In fact, noting that the dual
of ℓpEpXq is ℓ
q
E˚
pXq, where q is the conjugate index to p, it suffices to show that if
v P ℓpEpXq and w P ℓ
q
E˚
pXq have finite support, thenˇˇˇA ÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Biφiv, w
Eˇˇˇ
ďM}v}}w},
where x, y denotes the canonical pairing between ℓpEpXq and ℓ
q
E˚
pXq.
Now, using that the adjoint of a multiplication operator from l8pXq acting on
ℓ
p
EpXq is the same function acting by multiplication on ℓ
q
E˚
pXq, we haveˇˇˇAÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Biφiv, w
Eˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
iPJ
|xBiφi, φ
p{q
i wy|
ď
ÿ
iPJ
}Bi}}φiv}}φ
p{q
i w}
ďM
ÿ
iPJ
}φiv}}φ
p{q
i w}.
Ho¨lder’s inequality applied to the measure space (J , counting measure) bounds this
above by
M
´ÿ
iPJ
}φiv}
p
¯1{p´ÿ
iPJ
}φ
p{q
i w}
q
¯1{q
“M
´ÿ
iPJ
ÿ
xPX
pφipxqq
p}vpxq}p
¯1{p´ÿ
iPJ
ÿ
xPX
pφipxqq
p}wpxq}q
¯1{q
“M
´ ÿ
xPX
´ÿ
iPJ
pφipxqq
p
¯
}vpxq}p
¯1{p´ ÿ
xPX
´ÿ
iPJ
pφipxqq
p
¯
}wpxq}q
¯1{q
ďM
´ ÿ
xPX
}vpxq}p
¯1{p´ ÿ
xPX
}wpxq}q
¯1{q
“M}v}}w},
which establishes the norm bound.
The fact that
ř
iPJ φ
p{q
i Biφi is a band operator (with propagation at most
suppdiampsupppφiqqq) follows directly on looking at matrix coefficients. 
Lemma 6.4. Let A be a band operator on ℓpEpXq with propagation at most r, and
let N “ supxPX |Bpx; rq|. Let tφiuiPI be a metric p-partition of unity on X with
pr, ǫq-variation in the sense of Definition 6.1.
Let J be a subset of the index set I, and assume that we have been given a
collection of bounded operators tBiuiPJ on ℓ
p
EpXq such that M :“ supi }Bi} is
finite. Then the sum ÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Birφi, As
converges strongly to a band operator of norm at most ǫN}A}M .
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Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 6.3, it suffices for the convergence and norm
estimate to show that if v P ℓpEpXq and w P ℓ
q
E˚
pXq have finite support, thenˇˇˇAÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Birφi, Asv, w
Eˇˇˇ
ď ǫN}A}M}v}}w}.
We may bound the left hand side above byˇˇˇAÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Birφi, Asv, w
Eˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
iPJ
|xrφi, Asv,B
˚
i φ
p{q
i wy|
ď
ÿ
iPJ
}rφi, Asv}}B
˚
i φ
p{q
i w}
ďM
ÿ
iPJ
}rφi, Asv}}φ
p{q
i w}
ďM
´ÿ
iPJ
}rφi, Asv}
p
¯1{p´ÿ
iPJ
}φ
p{q
i w}
q
¯1{q
,
where the last inequality is Ho¨lder’s inequality. Using the same argument as in
Lemma 6.3, the second factor is bounded above by }w}, so we see that
(6)
ˇˇˇAÿ
iPJ
φ
p{q
i Birφi, Asv, w
Eˇˇˇ
ďM}w}
´ÿ
iPJ
}rφi, Asv}
p
¯1{p
.
For continuing with the estimates, we decompose A as in Lemma 2.4, i.e.
(7) A “
Nÿ
k“1
fkVk,
where each fk is an operator in l
8pX,LpEqq with norm at most }A}, and each Vk
is a partial translation operator on ℓpEpXq with propagation at most r (compare
Example 2.3).
We now focus attention on the term
´ř
iPJ }rφi, Asv}
p
¯1{p
. Fix i P J for the
moment. Computing, using the sum in line (7), that φi commutes with each fk,
and that }fk} ď }A} for each k gives
(8) }rφi, Asv}
p “
››› Nÿ
k“1
fkrφi, Vksv
›››p ď }A}pNp max
kPt1,...,Nu
}rφi, Vksv}
p.
Write then V “ Vk for some fixed k P t1, ..., Nu, and let t : D Ñ R be the partial
translation function underlying V as in Example 2.3. Computing for any x P X ,
´
rφi, V sv
¯
pxq “
"
pφiptpxqq ´ φipxqqvptpxqq x P D
0 otherwise
Hence
}rφi, V sv}
p “
ÿ
xPD
|φiptpxqq ´ φipxq|
p}vptpxqq}p,
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and so ÿ
iPJ
}rφi, V sv}
p “
ÿ
xPD
}vptpxqq}p
´ÿ
iPJ
|φiptpxqq ´ φipxq|
p
¯
ď
ÿ
xPD
}vptpxqq}pǫp
ď }v}pǫp.
As the choice of k P t1, ..., Nu was arbitrary, combing this with line (8) givesÿ
iPJ
}rφi, Asv}
p ď }A}pNp}v}pǫp.
Finally, combing this with line (6) gives the desired norm bound.
The fact that
ř
iPJ φ
p{q
i Birφi, As is a band operator (with propagation at most
suppdiampsupppφiqqq ` proppAq) follows directly on looking at matrix coefficients.

6.2. Density of rich band operators. Our next goal is to show that the rich
band operators are dense in the rich band-dominated operators - the analogue of
[12, Theorem 2.1.18]. That result is proved using Fourier analysis, which is not
available in our context; instead, we proceed through the following corollary, which
is inspired by the Hilbert space case [15, Lemma 11.17].
Corollary 6.5. Assume X has property A, and for each n, let tφ
pnq
i u be a metric
p-partition of unity with pn, 1{nq-variation. Define
Mn : A
p
EpXq Ñ A
p
EpXq, A ÞÑ
ÿ
iPI
pφ
pnq
i q
p{qAφ
pnq
i .
Then eachMn is a well-defined linear operator of norm one. Moreover, MnpAq Ñ A
in norm, as nÑ8, for each A P ApEpXq.
Proof. Lemma 6.3 (with J “ I and Bi “ A for all i) implies thatMn is well-defined
and norm one. On the other hand, for each n and any band-operator A,
MnpAq “
ÿ
iPI
pφ
pnq
i q
p{qAφ
pnq
i “
ÿ
iPI
pφ
pnq
i q
1`p{qA`
ÿ
iPI
pφ
pnq
i q
p{qrA, φ
pnq
i s.
As p and q are conjugate indices, 1`p{q “ p and so the first term on the right-hand-
side above is A (as tφiu is a metric p-partition of unity). On the other hand, Lemma
6.4 (with J “ I and Bi the identity for all i) implies that the second term on the
right-hand-side has norm at most }A}N{n for some fixed N , and thus tends to zero
as n tends to infinity. It follows that for any band-operator MnpAq converges in
norm to A as n tends to infinity. The result follows for band-dominated operators
as }Mn} ď 1 for all n. 
Theorem 6.6. Assume X has property A. Then the rich band operators on ℓpEpXq
are dense in the rich band-dominated operators on ℓpEpXq.
Proof. Say A is a rich band-dominated operator and Mn is as in Corollary 6.5; we
will first show that MnpAq is rich. Let ttα : Dα Ñ Rαu be a compatible family of
partial translations for ω, and let α, β be points in Xpωq. It suffices by completeness
of LpEq to show that for any ǫ ą 0, there is a set Y of ω-measure one such that for
all x, y P Y
(9) }MnpAqtαpxqtβpxq ´MnpAqtαpyqtβpyq} ă ǫ.
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Concretely, the matrix coefficients of MnpAqtαpxqtβpxq are given byÿ
iPI
pφ
pnq
i q
p{qptαpxqqAtαpxqtβpxqφ
pnq
i ptβpxqq;
writing
cpxq “
ÿ
iPI
pφ
pnq
i q
p{qptαpxqqφ
pnq
i ptβpxqq,
this says that
MnpAqtαpxqtβpxq “ cpxqAtαpxqtβpxq.
On the other hand, using that φ
pnq
i is a p-partition of unity and Ho¨lder’s inequality,
each cpxq is a number in r0, 1s. It follows that for some i P t1, ..., pt ǫ
4}A} uq
´1u, the
set
Zi :“
!
x P Dα XDβ | cpxq P
”
pi´ 1q ǫ
4}A} , i
ǫ
4}A}
ı)
has ω-measure one. Set
Z “
 
x P Dα XDβ | }Atαpxqtβpxq ´ ΦωpAqαβ} ă ǫ{4
(
,
which has ω-measure one by richness of A. If we set Y “ Z X Zi, then ωpY q “ 1
and the inequality in line (9) is satisfied for all x, y P Y .
The result thus follows from Corollary 6.5. 
6.3. Constructing parametrices. Most of the rest of this section will be taken
up with proving the following slightly technical proposition; as we show below, the
part (2) implies (1) from Theorem 5.1 follows using standard methods from this.
Proposition 6.7. Let A be a rich band operator, and assume that all the limit
operators ΦωpAq are invertible, and
sup
ω
}ΦωpAq
´1} ăM
is finite. Then there exists an operator B in ApEpXq which is an inverse for A
modulo KpEpXq, and such that }B} ď 2M .
Proof of Theorem 5.1, part (2) implies (1). Let A be as in the statement of Theo-
rem 5.1, and let pAnq be a sequence of rich band operators that converge to A in
norm (Theorem 6.6 implies that such a sequence exists). Let N be so large that for
all n ě N , }An´A} ă 1{pM ` 1q. Using that each Φω is a contraction, for n ě N ,
}ΦωpAnq ´ ΦωpAq} ď }An ´A} ă
1
M ` 1
ă
1
}ΦωpAq´1}
.
Hence by a standard Neumann series argument in Banach algebra theory, for each
n ě N and each ω, ΦωpAnq is invertible and
}ΦωpAnq
´1} ď
1
1´ }ΦωpAnq ´ ΦωpAq}}ΦωpAq´1}
ďM ` 1.
Now, as each An is a band-operator, Proposition 6.7 implies that for each n ě N
there exists Bn which is an inverse for An in the Banach algebra A
p
EpXq{K
p
EpXq,
and which satisfies }Bn} ď 2M`2 for all n ě N . Looking at norms inA
p
EpXq{K
p
EpXq,
}Bn ´Bm} “ }BnpAn ´AmqBm} ď p2M ` 2q
2}An ´Am},
which tends to zero as n,m tend to infinity. Hence the sequence pBnqněN tends to
some limit B in ApEpXq{K
p
EpXq, which is clearly an inverse for A, completing the
proof. 
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For the remainder of this section, we focus on proving Proposition 6.7.
Lemma 6.8. Let A be a rich band operator, satisfying the assumptions of Propo-
sition 6.7. Let tViuiPI be a uniformly bounded, finite multiplicity cover of X. Then
there exists a finite subset F of I such that for all i P IzF there is an operator Bi
on ℓpEpXq of norm at most M , and such that
BiAPVi “ PVi
for all i P IzF .
Proof. Assume for contradiction that this is not true. Then there exists a sequence
in I, say pinq, that eventually leaves any finite subset of I and is such that if B is
a bounded operator on ℓpEpXq with }B} ďM , then if Qn :“ PVin we have
(10) BAQn ‰ Qn for all n.
Let s ą 0 and pxnq be such that Vin is a subset of Bpxn; sq for all n. The
assumptions force pxnq to tend to infinity. Let Y “ txn | n P Nu. As this is an
infinite set, there exists a non-principal ultrafilter ω on X such that ωpY q “ 1.
Proposition 4.6 then implies that on replacing pxnq with a subsequence we may
assume that we have a local coordinate system: bijections fn : Bpω; s`proppAqq Ñ
Bpxn; s` proppAqq for each n and associated linear isometries
Un : ℓ
p
EpBpω; s` proppAqq Ñ ℓ
p
EpBpxn; s` proppAqqq.
As there are only finitely many subsets of Bpω; s` proppAqq, for some subset V Ď
Bpω; s` proppAqq we have that
tn P N | fnpV q “ Vinu
is infinite; thus passing to another subsequence, we may assume that fnpV q “ Vin
for all n.
Write now Q “ PV and P “ PBpω;s`proppAqq, and note that Qn “ UnQU
´1
n .
Write Pn “ UnPU
´1
n . Then for any ǫ ą 0 and all sufficiently large n,
}U´1n PnAPnUn ´ PΦωpAqP } ă ǫ
Furthermore, note that PQ “ Q, and that since ΦωpAq has propagation at most
proppAq, we also have ΦωpAqQ “ PΦωpAqPQ by our choice of P .
Then, it follows that all sufficiently large n that
}ΦωpAq
´1U´1n PnAPnUnQ´Q} “
“ }ΦωpAq
´1U´1n PnAPnUnQ ´ ΦωpAq
´1PΦωpAqPQ} “
“ }ΦωpAq
´1pU´1n PnAPnUn ´ PΦωpAqP qQ} ď }ΦωpAq
´1} ¨ ǫ.
Hence for ǫ ă 1{M , the operator 1 ` ΦωpAq
´1U´1n PnAPnUnQ ´ Q is invertible,
and we may define
B :“ p1` ΦωpAq
´1U´1n PnAPnUnQ ´Qq
´1ΦωpAq
´1.
A simple algebraic check shows that
(11) BU´1n PnAPnUnQ “ Q.
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From a basic computation with Neumann series it follows that if }T } ă δ, then
}p1` T q´1 ´ 1} ď δ
1´δ . Applying this in our situation yields
}B ´ ΦωpAq
´1} ď
››p1` ΦωpAq´1U´1n PnAPnUnQ´Qq´1 ´ 1›› }ΦωpAq´1}
ď
}ΦωpAq
´1} ¨ ǫ
1´ }ΦωpAq´1} ¨ ǫ
}ΦωpAq
´1}.
Hence
}B} ď }ΦωpAq
´1}
ˆ
1`
}ΦωpAq
´1} ¨ ǫ
1´ }ΦωpAq´1} ¨ ǫ
˙
,
which is less than M for ǫ sufficiently small. Set now
Bn “ UnBU
´1
n Pn,
so }Bn} ď M for all suitably large n. Using (11) above and the fact that PnQn “
Qn, we get
BnAQn “ UnBU
´1
n PnAPnUnQU
´1
n “ UnQU
´1
n “ Qn.
This contradicts the assumption in line (10) at the start of the proof, so we are
done. 
Proof of Proposition 6.7. Let ǫ “ 1{2MN}A}, where N is an upper bound on the
number of diagonals of A as in Lemma 2.4. Let tφiuiPI be a metric p-partition of
unity with pproppAq, ǫq-variation. Applying Lemma 6.8 to the cover tsupppφiqu of
X gives a finite subset F of I and operators Bi, i P IzF with the properties in that
lemma.
Note that by Lemma 6.3, the sum
ř
iPIzF φ
p{q
i Biφi converges strongly to an
operator on ℓpEpXq of norm at most M . Consider´ ÿ
iPIzF
φ
p{q
i Biφi
¯
A “
ÿ
iPIzF
φ
p{q
i BiAQiφi `
ÿ
iPIzF
φiBirφi, Aslooooooooomooooooooon
“:T
“
ÿ
iPIzF
φ
p{q`1
i ` T.
Noting that as p and q are conjugate indices, p{q ` 1 “ p; as moreover
ř
i φ
p
i “ 1,
this is equal to ÿ
iPIzF
φ
p
i ` T “ p1` T q ´
ÿ
iPF
φ
p
i .
Lemma 6.4 implies that }T } ď 1{2, whence 1 ` T is invertible and its inverse has
norm at most 2; moreover its inverse is given by a Neumann series and is thus band-
dominated as T is a band-operator. Note moreover that
ř
iPF φ
p
i is P-compact. It
follows that
AL :“ p1` T q
´1
´ ÿ
iPIzF
φ
p{q
i Biφi
¯
is a band-dominated operator that is a left inverse for A modulo the P-compact op-
erators of norm at most 2M . A precisely analogous argument shows that A also
has a right inverse, say AR, modulo the P-compact operators, with AR also having
norm at most 2M . It follows that A is invertible in ApEpXq{K
p
EpXq, with it inverse
in this algebra equal to the image of AL and to that of AR. In particular, AL and
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AR are equal modulo K
p
EpXq. Thus either of them has the properties required of
the operator B in the statement, and we are done. 
7. Metric sparsification and uniform boundedness
The goal of this section is to prove the final implication from Theorem 5.1: (3)
implies (2). The basic strategy is a generalisation of the approach taken by Lindner
and Seidel [9].
Before we formulate the main result of this section, we need a definition.
Definition 7.1. Let E1, E2 be Banach spaces and T : E1 Ñ E2 be a bounded
linear operator. We define the lower norm of T to be
νpT q :“ inf
!
}Tv}E2
}v}E1
| v P E1zt0u
)
.
If E1 “ E2 “ ℓ
p
EpXq and s ě 0, we shall also denote the lower norm computed on
vectors supported on a set of diameter at most s by
νspT q :“ inf
!
}Tv}
}v} | v P ℓ
p
EpXqzt0u, diampsupppvqq ď s
)
.
Furthermore, if F Ď X and A P LpℓpEpXqq, we shall denote the restriction of A
to ℓpEpF q by A|F : ℓ
p
EpF q Ñ ℓ
p
EpXq. The lower norms νpA|F q and νspA|F q shall
be understood as the lower norms of A|F considered as an operator from ℓ
p
EpF q to
ℓ
p
EpXq.
Remark 7.2. Note that if A is an invertible operator, then νpAq “ 1{}A´1}. Also,
|νpAq ´ νpBq| ď }A´B} for two operators, A and B.
Theorem 7.3. Let p P p1,8q and E be a Banach space. Assume that X is a space
with property A2. Let A P ApEpXq
$. Then there exists an operator C P σoppAq with
νpCq “ inftνpBq | B P σoppAqu.
The implication (3) ùñ (2) in Theorem 5.1 is an easy corollary of this result,
since for an invertible operator B, one has 0 ­“ νpBq “ 1{}B´1}. Hence if all
operators in σoppAq are invertible, then there is a uniform bound on the norms of
their inverses, namely 1{νpCq from the above statement.
For the rest of the section, we fix p P p1,8q and a Banach space E.
7.1. Lower norm localisation. As alluded to before, for the results in this sec-
tion, we need a reformulation of property A, called the metric sparsification prop-
erty. The metric sparsification property was introduced by Chen, Tessera, Wang
and Yu in [5] precisely for the purposes of ‘locally estimating the operator norm’.
The gist of the property is that one can choose big sets (in a given measure) that
split into well separated uniformly bounded sets. It does not seem to be obvious
that the metric sparsification property is equivalent to property A: this follows on
combining results from [3] and [19].
We will use the following formulation of the metric sparsification property. Using
[5, Proposition 3.3] it is equivalent to the official definition ([5, Definition 3.1]).
Definition 7.4. Let pX, dq be a metric space. Then X has the metric sparsification
property (MSP) with constant c P p0, 1s, if there exists a non-decreasing function
f : N Ñ N, such that for all m P N and any finite positive Borel measure µ on X ,
there is a Borel subset Ω “ \iPIΩi of X , such that
2In disguise as the metric sparsification property, defined below.
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‚ dpΩi,Ωjq ě m whenever i ­“ j P I;
‚ diampΩiq ď fpmq for every i P I;
‚ µpΩq ě cµpXq.
Remark 7.5. Chen, Tessera Wang and Yu show in [5, Proposition 3.3] that if a
space has the metric sparsification property for some c P p0, 1s, then it has it for
any c1 P p0, 1q. The function f 1 : NÑ N associated to c1 as in the definition of MSP
will not be the same as the original f : N Ñ N, but inspection of the proof of [5,
Proposition 3.3] shows that f 1 can be chosen to depend only on c1, c and f .
The following proposition is a generalisation of a technical tool of Lindner and
Seidel [9, Proposition 6]: they directly prove it for ZN . The proof we present
here is a straightforward adaptation of the argument that the metric sparsification
property implies the operator norm localisation property [5, Proposition 4.1]. We
remark that although the corresponding proof in [5] is formulated for p “ 2 and
Hilbert spaces E, it works just as well for other exponents p and Banach spaces E
with the obvious modifications.
In the spirit of operator norm localisation, we refer to the phenomenon in the
proposition as ‘lower norm localisation’, since, roughly speaking, it says that if
we fix the propagation (r), norm (M) and an error (δ), then we can witness the
lower norm, up to δ, of any operator (of propagation r and norm M) by a vector
supported on a set of fixed size.
Proposition 7.6. Let X be a space having the metric sparsification property. For
any δ ą 0, M ě 0 and r ě 0 there exists s ě 0, such that
νpA|F q ď νspA|F q ď νpA|F q ` δ
for any A P LpℓpEpXqq with propagation at most r and norm at most M , and any
F Ď X.
Moreover, the constant s depends only on M, r, δ and the constant c ą 0 and
function f : N Ñ N associated to MSP. We shall refer to s as the ν-localisation
constant (associated to δ, M , r, and c, f .).
Proof. The first inequality is trivial. We focus on the second one, in the case when
F “ X (for the sake of clarity). Fix r,M ě 0 and an operator A P LpℓpEpXqq
with propagation at most r and norm at most M . We may assume r is a natural
number.
Step 1 : Suppose that v P ℓpEpXqzt0u is such that its support splits into well sepa-
rated subsets: precisely, v “
ř
iPI vi, vi ­“ 0 for all i P I and dpsupppviq, supppvjqq ą
2r if i ­“ j. Then
}Av}
}v}
ě inf
iPI
}Avi}
}vi}
.
Indeed, since A can spread the supports of vectors only by at most r, the vectorsAvi
are still supported on mutually disjoint sets, hence they are mutually orthogonal3.
Now suppose the inequality in the above display is false. Then
}Av}p “
ÿ
iPI
}Avi}
p ą
ÿ
iPI
}Av}p}vi}
p
}v}p
“
}Av}p
}v}p
ÿ
iPI
}vi}
p “ }Av}p,
which is a contradiction.
3If p ­“ 2, we simply mean that the analogue of the Pythagoras equality holds, i.e. that
}Av}p “
ř
iPI }Avi}
p.
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Step 2 : Given a vector w P ℓpEpXqzt0u, we show that up to a uniformly estimated
modification, we can split its support into well separated, uniformly bounded sets.
Indeed, let µ be the measure on X defined by declaring that the masses of points are
µptxuq “ }wpxq}p. Using the metric sparsification property as in Remark 7.5, for
any c P p0, 1q there is a function f : NÑ N such that there is a subset Ω “ \iPIΩi of
X such that dpΩi,Ωjq ą 2r`1 for i ‰ j, the diameter of each Ωi is at most fp2r`1q,
and µpΩq ě cµpXq. Note that this means that }PΩw}
p “ µpΩq ě cµpXq “ c}w}p.
Step 3 : Norm estimates: With w and Ω as above, we have
}Aw ´APΩw}
p ď }A}p}w ´ PΩw}
p “ }A}pµpXzΩq “ }A}ppµpXq ´ µpΩqq
ď }A}pp1´ cqµpXq ďMpp1´ cq}w}p.
Consequently, we get
}APΩw} ď }Aw} `Mp1´ cq
1{p}w}.
Since the vector PΩw splits as PΩw “
ř
iPI PΩiw (possibly discarding summands
that are 0), where the summands have 2r ` 1 ą 2r separated supports, we can
combine all of the above to obtain
inf
iPI
}ApPΩiwq}
}PΩiw}
ď
}APΩw}
}PΩw}
ď
}APΩw}
c1{p}w}
ď
1
c1{p
}Aw}
}w}
`M
ˆ
1´ c
c
˙1{p
.
Also recall that diampsupppPΩiwqq ď fp2r ` 1q. Hence we see that by choosing
the vectors w ­“ 0 such that }Aw}}w} are arbitrarily close to νpAq, we can produce
a another vector v ­“ 0 (one of the vectors PΩiw) whose support has diameter at
most fp2r` 1q and the fraction }Av}}v} is thus arbitrarily close to
νpAq
c1{p
`Mp1´c
c
q1{p.
Thus
νfp2r`1qpAq ď
νpAq
c1{p
`Mp1´c
c
q1{p.
Step 4 : Replace the error by δ using that c can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1
as in Remark 7.5.
Since 0 ď νpAq ď }A} ď M , for any δ ą 0 we can find c1 P p0, 1q, such that
νpAq
c1{p
`Mp1´c
c
q1{p ď νpAq ` δ, since c1{p Ñ 1 and Mp1´c
c
q1{p Ñ 0 as c Ñ 1. We
may thus set s “ f 1p2r ` 1q, where f 1 : N Ñ N is the functions as in the definition
of MSP for c1. Noting that c1 depends on M and δ and using Remark 7.5 we see
that s depends only on r,M, δ and the original parameters c, f associated to MSP.
Step 5 : Incorporate the restrictions to F Ď X . The presented proof works
exactly the same way, with the same constants, we only need to restrict the supports
of the vectors w to the given F . 
Remark 7.7. If X has asymptotic dimension at most d (see e.g. [15] or [10]), then it
is easily seen to have the metric sparsification property with c “ 1
d`1 . Quite often
one also knows the function f associated with this c, the above proof (together
with [5, Proposition 3.3]) makes it possible to be very explicit about the support
bound s in these cases. This is in particular true for ZN (with d “ N). We leave
the computation to the reader as an exercise.
Remark 7.8. Proposition 7.6 fails for any space X that does not have the metric
sparsification property. By [19] (see also [3]), this is equivalent to not having the
operator norm localisation property, and so [18, Lemma 4.2] provides us with r ą 0,
κ ă 1, a sequence of disjoint finite subsets Xn of X , a sequence of positive, norm
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one operators An P Lpℓ
2Xnq with propagation at most r and an increasing sequence
of positive reals sn tending to infinity, such that for any v P ℓ
2Xn of norm one, with
support of diameter at most sn, one has }Anv} ď κ. Furthermore, it is argued in
[18, Proof of Theorem 1.3] that there are eigenvectors of An with eigenvalue 1.
Taking N ě 0, and denoting Vn “ 1´An P Lpℓ
2Xnq, we see that νsN pVnq ě 1´κ
for all n ě N , so the block-diagonal operator
QN “ 1‘něN Vn P L
`
ℓ2pXz \něN Xnq ‘něN ℓ
2Xn
˘
satisfies νsnpQN q ě 1 ´ κ ą 0. However QN has a non-trivial kernel (as each Vn
does), thus νpQN q “ 0. Observe also that QN has norm one and propagation at
most R. Thus if we choose 0 ă δ ă 1´ κ, for any s ą 0 we can take N sufficiently
large, so that sN ą s and so the operator QN will satisfy νspQN q ě νsN pQN q ě
1´ κ ą 0` δ “ νpQN q ` δ. This violates Proposition 7.6.
Finally, we note that we can construct suitable operators Vn explicitly under the
slightly stronger assumption that X contains a disjoint union of finite subsets Xn,
such that \nXn is not uniformly locally amenable [3] (in particular, if \nXn is an
expander). Namely, we can take Laplacians Vn “ ∆
pnq
r P Lpℓ2Xnq on (a suitable)
scale r, defined by
∆rpδxq “
ÿ
yPXn,dpy,xqďr
pδx ´ δyq, x P Xn,
see [18, Section 3].
In preparation for consideration of limit operators, we turn our attention to limit
spaces.
Lemma 7.9. Assume that a space X has the metric sparsification property for the
constant c and associated function f : N Ñ N. Then any Xpωq, ω P BX, has the
metric sparsification property for the same c and f .
In other words, the family of metric spaces tXpωq | ω P βXu has the uniform
metric sparsification property, as defined in [5, Definition 3.4].
Proof. First, recall that for any ω P BX , we can find an isometric copy of any finite
set F Ď Xpωq inside X , by Proposition 3.10.
Turning our attention to the Definition 7.4 of the metric sparsification property,
observe that we can demand that the measures µ appearing in the definition are
finitely supported probability measures: given any finite positive Borel measure µ
on X , we can rescale it to achieve µpXq “ 1 without changing the outcome; and
use an approximation argument to get finite support.
Additionally, we can also assume that the set Ω appearing in the definition of
MSP is contained in the support of µ.
We now argue that Xpωq has MSP with the same parameters as X . Given
any finitely supported probability measure µ on Xpωq, Proposition 3.10 gives an
isometric copy F Ď X of its support, supppµq, inside X . Hence, we can pull back µ
to F , apply the metric sparsification property for X and then push the data back
to supppµq Ď Xpωq, providing the required set Ω and its decomposition in Xpωq,
satisfying exactly the same inequalities as in X . 
The next step is to prove that if we fix a rich, band-dominated operator A, then
all its limit operators satisfy the lower norm localisation with the same parameters
(cf. [9, Corollary 7]).
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Corollary 7.10. Assume that X has the metric sparsification property and A is a
band-dominated operator on ℓpEpXq. Then for every δ ą 0 there exists s P N such
that
νpΦωpAq|F q ď νspΦωpAq|F q ď νpΦωpAq|F q ` δ
for all ω P BX, such that A is rich at ω, and all F Ď Xpωq.
Proof. For brevity, denote by $pAq Ď BX the set of all ω P BX such that A is rich
at ω.
We start by observing that any limit operator of A can be approximated by
band operators at least as well as A itself. Indeed, for any δ ą 0 there exists
a band operator C with propagation (some) r and }A ´ C} ă δ
3
. By Theorem
6.6, we can assume that C is rich at all ω P $pAq. Then, for any such ω, we
have }ΦωpAq ´ ΦωpCq} ă
δ
3
and ΦωpCq has also propagation at most r; this is a
consequence of Theorem 4.10. Also note that }ΦωpCq} ď }ΦωpAq} `
δ
3
ď }A} ` δ
3
.
Lemma 7.9 and Proposition 7.6 imply that there is some s P N such that
νpB|F q ď νspB|F q ď νpB|F q ` δ
for all operators B on ℓpEpXpωqq with propagation at most r and }B} ď }A} `
δ
3
.
Moreover, s does not depend on ω P BX . In particular, this applies when B “
ΦωpCq.
Since norm-close operators have close lower norms (Remark 7.2), the conclusion
of Proposition 7.6 yields
νspΦωpAq|F q ď νspΦωpCq|F q `
δ
3
ď νpΦωpCq|F q `
2δ
3
ď νpΦωpAq|F q ` δ,
for any ω P $pAq and any F Ď Xpωq. This proves the second of the required
inequalities. The remaining one is obvious. 
7.2. Lower norm and limit operators. Recall now that the operator spectrum
of a rich band-dominated operator A is
σoppAq :“ tΦωpAq | ω P BXu.
Before we embark on the proof of Theorem 7.3, we need to generalise some facts
about the classical operator spectrum for operators on ZN (or other groups). As
noted before, when X is a discrete group every Xpωq canonically identifies with
X . Thus one can consider all limit operators as living on the same space, namely
ℓ
p
EpXq. In this situation, it is known that the set σoppAq, for A P A
p
EpXq
$, is
P-strongly compact. The next lemma is an easy corollary of this compactness fact
in the group case; in our setting, where each limit operator lives on its own space
ℓ
p
EpXpωqq, we give a direct proof.
Lemma 7.11. Let A P ApEpXq
$. Let pωnq be a sequence in BX. Then there exists
a point ω P βX, and a subsequence pωnkq such that
lim
kÑ8
νpΦωnk pAq|Bpωnk ;rqq “ νpΦωpAq|Bpω;rqq
for any r ě 0.
Proof. Fix pωnq. Fix a non-principal ultrafilter µ on N, and set ω :“ limnÑµ ωn;
as βX is compact, ω is well-defined. Using a diagonal argument, it will suffice to
show that if we fix any subset M0 of N for which µpM0q “ 1, then for any fixed
r ě 0 and ǫ ą 0 there exists an infinite subset M of M0 such that
|νpΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rqq ´ νpΦωpAq|Bpω;rqq| ă ǫ
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for all n P M . Note that using Theorem 6.6, Theorem 4.10 part (1), and Remark
7.2, we may assume that A is a band-operator; we will do this from now on.
Let ttα : Dα Ñ RαuαPXpωq be a compatible family for ω. Set F :“ Bpω; r `
prop(A)q. To say that ω “ limnÑµ ωn is equivalent to saying that for each S Ď X
with ωpSq “ 1, we have that
µptn PM0 | ωnpSq “ 1uq “ 1.
is infinite. Hence in particular, if Mα :“ tn P N | ωnpDαq “ 1u, then µpMαq “ 1
and thus if M1 :“ XαPFMα, we have µpM1q “ 1. Note that tα is compatible with
ωn for every n PM1.
Now, using Proposition 4.6 there exists a system of local coordinates tfy : F Ñ
GpyquyPY for F such that the associated linear isometries U : ℓ
p
EpF q Ñ ℓ
p
EpGpyqq
satisfy
(12) }U´1PGpyqAPGpyqU ´ PFΦωpAqPF } ă ǫ{2.
As in Remark 3.12, we may further assume that each Gpyq is equal to the ball
Bpy; r`proppAqq. Set M2 :“ tn PM0 | ωnpY q “ 1u, and note that µpM2q “ 1. Set
M “M1 XM2, which satisfies µpMq “ 1; we claim this has the desired properties.
Indeed, fix n P M . As n is in M1, ωn is compatible with tα for each α P
F , and therefore tαpωnq makes sense
4. Write Fn “ ttαpωnq P Xpωnq | α P F u;
by an argument analogous to that of Remark 3.12, we may assume that Fn “
Bpωn; r ` proppAqq. It follows from Proposition 4.6 that there exists a subset
Z Ď X (depending on n) and a system of local coordinates tf
pnq
y : Fn Ñ GpyquyPZ
such that the corresponding linear isometries Un : ℓ
p
EpFnq Ñ ℓ
p
EpGpyqq satisfy
(13) }U´1n PGpyqAPGpyqUn ´ PFnΦωnpAqPFn} ă ǫ{2;
we may again use the argument of Remark 3.12 to assume that each Gpyq equals
Bpy; r ` proppAqq, and thus there is no confusion between this and our earlier use
of the notation Gpyq.
As F “ Bpω; r`proppAqq, and as proppAq is an upper bound for the propagations
of ΦωpAq by Theorem 4.10 part (2), we see that
PFnΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rqPFn “ ΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rq;
and analogously using that Fn “ Bpωn; r ` proppAqq, we see that
PFΦωpAq|Bpω;rqPF “ ΦωpAq|Bpω;rq.
We thus get
|νpΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rqq ´ νpΦωpAq|Bpω;rqq|
“ |νpPFnΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rqPFnq ´ νpPFΦωpAq|Bpω;rqPF q|.(14)
As n is in M2, we have ωnpY q “ 1, and thus ωnpY X Zq “ 1 and in particular
Y X Z ‰ ∅. Moreover for any y P Y X Z, we have
νpU´1n PGpyqA|Bpy;rqPGpyqUnq “ νpU
´1PGpyqA|Bpy;rqPGpyqUq
and thus line (14) is bounded above by
|νpPFnΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rqPFnq ´ νpU
´1
n PGpyqA|Bpy;rqPGpyqUnq|
` |νpPFΦωnpAq|Bpω;rqPF q ´ νpU
´1PGpyqA|Bpy;rqPGpyqUq|
4It need not equal α, however.
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Now, using Remark 7.2, we have that this is bounded above by
}PFnΦωnpAq|Bpωn;rqPFn ´ U
´1
n PGpyqA|Bpy;rqPGpyqU
´1
n }
` }PFΦωnpAq|Bpω;rqPF ´ U
´1PGpyqA|Bpy;rqPGpyqU}
and finally the fact that U and Un are induced by isometries that take ω and ωn
respectively to y bounds this above by
}PFnΦωnpAqPFn ´ U
´1
n PGpyqAPGpyqUn} ` }PFΦωnpAqPF ´ U
´1PGpyqAPGpyqU};
lines (12) and (13) imply this is less than ǫ as required.

Lemma 7.12. Let ω P BX and α P Xpωq. Then ℓpEpXpωqq “ ℓ
p
EpXpαqq and for any
A P ApEpXq
$, the corresponding limit operators are the same, i.e. ΦωpAq “ ΦαpAq.
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, we have Xpωq “ Xpαq, and the only distinguishing
feature is the choice of the basepoint. Hence, ℓpEpXpωqq “ ℓ
p
EpXpαqq.
Let ttγuγPXpωq be a compatible family of partial translations for ω. It follows
from Remark 3.3 that ttγ ˝ t
´1
α uγPXpωq is a compatible family of partial translations
for α. Using Remark 3.3, we compute for β, γ P Xpωq “ Xpαq:
pΦαpAqqβγ “ lim
xÑα
A
tβ˝t
´1
α pxq,tγ˝t
´1
α pxq
“ lim
xÑω
Atβpxqtγpxq “ pΦωpAqqβγ ,
which finishes the proof. 
Before the proof of Theorem 7.3, it might be helpful for readers familiar with the
work of Lindner and Seidel to discuss the notion of shift. (See also Appendix B.) In
the classical band-dominated operator theory the space X is a group, and the group
structure gives rise to isometries Vg P Lpℓ
p
EpXqq, defined by pVgvqphq “ vpg
´1hq.
Given an operator A on ℓpEpXq, the shift of A by an element g P X is the operator
V ´1g AVg. If we denote by e P X the neutral element of the group, changing from A
to the shift V ´1g AVg can be understood also as changing the basepoint e to g and
keeping the operator the same.
Lindner and Seidel in [9] apply shifting to limit operators. As explained in
Appendix B, the limit operators in the group case are actually operators on ℓpEpXq,
thus shifting them is possible. Let us explain the analogous operation in the general
case, when X is only a metric space. Then the limit operators live on spaces
ℓ
p
EpXpωqq. Take an operator B on ℓ
p
EpXpωqq. The space Xpωq has a natural
basepoint, namely ω. Given α P Xpωq, the shift of B to α will be exactly the same
operator, B, considered now as an operator on ℓpEpXpαqq.
Proof of Theorem 7.3. We shall follow the strategy of the proof of [9, Theorem
8]. So take a sequence of limit operators in σoppAq, say Bn “ ΦωnpAq, such that
νpBnq ÑM :“ infBPσoppAq νpBq. Next, define δn :“
1
2n
and let psnq be the sequence
of the ν-localisation constants corresponding to δn, obtained from applying Lemma
7.10. Without loss of generality, we can assume that sn`1 ą 2sn.
The one remaining technical step is the following, which we postpone for a mo-
ment.
Claim 7.13. For each n there is a point αn P Xpωnq such that for m P t1, ..., nu,
νpΦωnpAq|Bpαn;3smqq ď νpΦωnpAqq ` δm´1.
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Assuming we have this, Lemma 7.12 implies that we have equalities
νpΦωnpAq|Bpαn;3smqq “ νpΦαnpAq|Bpαn;3smqq and νpΦωnpAqq “ νpΦαnpAqq
whence Claim 7.13 tells us that for all m
(15) νpΦαnpAq|Bpαn;3smqq ď νpΦαnpAqq ` δm´1.
On the other hand, Lemma 7.11 implies there exists α P BX and a subsequence
pαnkq of pαnq such that for all m,
lim
kÑ8
νpΦαnk pAq|Bpαnk ;3smqq “ νpΦαpAq|Bpα;3smqq.
In particular, if we replace n by nk in line (15) and take the limit as k tends to
infinity, then for each m we get
(16)
νpΦαpA|Bpα;3smqqq “ lim
kÑ8
νpΦαnk pAq|Bpαnk ;3smqq ď lim infkÑ8
νpΦαnk pAqq ` δm´1.
However, Lemma 7.12 again implies that
νpΦαnk pAqq “ νpΦωnk pAqq
for all k, and the choice of pωnq implies that limkÑ8 νpΦωnk pAqq exists and equals
M . Thus line (16) implies
νpΦαpA|Bpα;3smqqq ďM ` δm´1,
which is still valid for all m. Finally, taking the limit as m tends to infinity gives
νpΦαpAqq ďM.
As M is the infimum of the lower norms of all the limit operators of A, however,
this forces νpΦαpAqq “M and we are done. 
Proof of Claim 7.13. Fix n. For notational simplicity, write B “ ΦωnpAq and ω “
ωn. We will first construct points α
p0q, ..., αpnq P Xpωq and unit vectors w0, ..., wn P
ℓ
p
EpXpωqq with the following properties:
(i) for k P t0, ..., nu and i P t0, ..., k ´ 1u, the vector wi is supported in
Bpαpkq; 2sn´i ` sn´i´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sn´k`1q (in particular in Bpα
pkq; 2sn´k`1q
for i “ k ´ 1);
(ii) for k P t0, ..., nu, wk is supported in Bpα
pkq; sn´kq;
(iii) for each i P t0, ..., ku, }Bwi} ă νpBq ` δn ` δn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δn´i.
The construction is by induction on k. For the base case k “ 0, Corollary 7.10
and the choice of sn gives us a unit vector w0 P ℓ
p
EpXpωqq supported in some set of
diameter at most sn such that
}Bw0} ă νpBq ` δn.
Choose αp0q to be any point in Xpωq such that w0 is supported in Bpα
p0q; snq.
Clearly αp0q and w0 have the right properties.
For the inductive step, assume we have points αp0q, ..., αpkq P Xpωq and unit
vectors w0, ..., wk P ℓ
p
EpXpωqq satisfying the above properties. In particular, for
i “ k, we have
(17) νpB|Bpαpkq;sn´kqq ď }Bwk} ă νpBq ` δn ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δn´k.
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Applying Lemma 7.10 for the error bound δn´pk`1q to B|Bpαpkq;sn´kq gives a unit vec-
tor wk`1 P ℓ
p
EpBpα
pkq; sn´kqq with support in Bpα
pk`1q; sn´k´1q for some α
pk`1q P
Bpαpkq; sn´kq and with
}Bwk`1} ă νpB|Bpαpkq ;sn´kqq ` δn´k´1.
Hence from line (17) we get
}Bwk`1} ă νpBq ` δn ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δn´k ` δn´k´1.
This completes the inductive step: indeed, the only remaining condition to check is
that w0, ..., wk satisfy condition (i), and this follows from the inductive hypothesis
and the fact that αpk`1q is in Bpαpkq, sn´kq.
Now, to complete the proof of the claim, define αn “ α
pnq. Then for each
i P t0, ..., n´ 1u, the vector wi is supported in
Bpαn; 2sn´i ` sn´i´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` s1q.
As 2si ă si`1, we have 2sn´i ` sn´i´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ s1 ď 3sn´i, and so wi is supported in
Bpαn; 3sn´iq. Moreover, δn`δn´1`¨ ¨ ¨`δn´i ă δn´i´1, so for each i P t0, ..., n´1u
we have
νpB|Bpαn;3sn´iqq ď }Bwi} ă νpBq ` δn´i´1.
Setting m “ n´ i for i P t0, ..., n´ 1u, we are done.

8. Necessity of property A: ghost operators
Throughout this section, X is a space in the sense of Definition 2.1, and E is a
fixed Banach space.
For each non-principal ultrafilter ω on X and p P p1,8q, consider the homomor-
phism
Φω : A
p
EpXq
$ Ñ LpℓpEpXpωqqq
from Theorem 4.10 which sends each A P ApEpXq
$ to its limit operator at ω. Our
goal in this section is to characterise the intersection of the kernels of the various
Φω; as well as being of some interest in its own right, this allows us to show that
property A is necessary for the implication (2) implies (1) of Theorem 5.1, at least
in the case p “ 2.
We will show that the intersection of the kernels of the homomorphisms Φω
are the ghost operators in the sense of the following definition. The definition is
originally due to Guoliang Yu: compare [15, Section 11.5.2].
Definition 8.1. An operator A in ApEpXq is a ghost if for any ǫ ą 0 there exists a
finite subset F of X such that for all px, yq P pX ˆXqzpF ˆ F q,
}Axy} ă ǫ.
Proposition 8.2. The intersectionč
ωPBX
kernelpΦωq
consists exactly of ghost operators.
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Proof. Say first A is a ghost. Let ǫ ą 0, and let F be a finite subset of X such that
all matrix entries of A´ PFAPF have norm at most ǫ. Then for any non-principal
ultrafilter ω in βX we have that ΦωpAq “ ΦωpA ´ PFAPF q. However, all matrix
entries of the latter operator are ultralimits over operators of norm at most ǫ, and
thus have norm at most ǫ. As ǫ was arbitrary, this forces ΦωpAq “ 0.
Conversely, say A is not a ghost. Then there exists ǫ ą 0 and an infinite subset Y
of X ˆX such that }Axy} ě ǫ for all px, yq P Y . As A is a limit of band-operators,
we must have that there exists R ą 0 such that dpx, yq ď R for all px, yq P Y .
Together with the facts that X has bounded geometry, and Y is infinite, this forces
the subset p1pY q to be infinite, where p1 : XˆX Ñ X is the projection onto the first
coordinate. Let ω P βX be any non-principal ultrafilter such that ωpp1pY qq “ 1.
As X has bounded geometry, p1pY q splits into finitely many disjoint sets Z1, ..., ZN
such that for each i P t1, ..., Nu and each z P Zi, there is exactly one x P X such
that pz, xq is in Y . There must exist exactly one Zi such that ωpZiq “ 1; write D
for this Zi. Define now a partial translation t with domain D by stipulating that
for each z P X , tpzq is the unique x such that pz, xq in Y . Clearly t is compatible
with ω; write tpωq “ α for some α P βX . Then the limit
lim
xÑω
Axtpxq “ Aωα
is a (norm) ultralimit of operators of norm at least ǫ, and thus has norm at least ǫ.
As it is a matrix coefficient of ΦωpAq, this forces ΦωpAq ‰ 0 as required. 
Here is the promised proof that property A is necessary, at least for p “ 2 and
E “ C. The assumption E “ C is not really significant, but simplifies the proof.
The assumption that p “ 2 is needed as we rely on results from [18] which uses
operator algebraic techniques; we suspect the result should hold for any p P p1,8q,
however.
Corollary 8.3. Assume X is a space without property A, p “ 2 and E “ C.
Then there exists an operator A in A2
C
pXq such that ΦωpAq is invertible for all
non-principal ultrafilters on X, and the norms }ΦωpAq
´1} are uniformly bounded,
but such that A is not Fredholm.
Proof. The main result of [18] implies that there is a non-compact positive ghost
operator T on ℓ2pXq “ ℓ2
C
pXq. As T is non-compact and positive there is some non-
zero λ in the essential spectrum of T . Let A “ λ´T . Then Proposition 8.2 implies
that ΦωpAq “ λ for any non-principal ultrafilter ω, so certainly all the operators
ΦωpAq are invertible with uniformly bounded inverses. However, the choice of λ
guarantees that the essential spectrum of A contains 0, and so in particular A is
not Fredholm. 
Appendix A. Conventions on ultrafilters
The material in this section is all fairly well-known, but we could not find an
appropriate reference. We have thus included it to keep the paper self-contained.
Definition A.1. Let A be a set and PpAq its power set. An ultrafilter on A is a
function
ω : PpAq Ñ t0, 1u
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such that ωpAq “ 1 and so that if a subset B of A can be written as a finite disjoint
union B “ B1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \Bn then
ωpBq “
nÿ
i“1
ωpBiq.
In words: ω is a finitely additive t0, 1u-valued measure defined on the algebra of all
subsets of A.
An ultrafilter is principal if there exists some a0 in A such that
ωpBq “
"
1 a0 P B
0 a0 R B
,
for all subsets B of A, and is non-principal otherwise.
An argument based on Zorn’s lemma shows that (many) non-principal ultrafilters
exist whenever A is infinite.
Lemma A.2. Let A be a set, and ω be an ultrafilter on A. Let D be a subset of
A such that ωpDq “ 1, and let f : D Ñ X be a function from D to a compact
Hausdorff topological space X.
Then there exists a unique point x P X such that for any open neighbourhood U
of x, ωpf´1pUqq “ 1.
Proof. Uniqueness follows as X is Hausdorff. Indeed, if x and y were two points
with the given property, then there would exist open disjoint neighbourhoods U Q x
and V Q y. Finite additivity of ω then implies that
1 “ ωpf´1pU Y V qq “ ωpf´1pUqq ` ωpf´1pV qq “ 2.
For existence, let F be the collection of closed subsets F ofX such that ωpf´1pF qq “
1; note that as ωpDq “ 1, F contains X , so in particular is non-empty. The col-
lection F is also closed under finite intersections by finite additivity of ω. As X is
compact, there exists a point x in the intersection XFPFF . If this x did not have
the given property, there would exist an open set U Q x such that ωpf´1pUqq “ 0.
This forces ωpf´1pXzUqq “ 1, and therefore x is in the closed set XzU , which is a
contradiction. 
Definition A.3. With notation from Lemma A.2, the unique point x is denoted
limω f , or limaÑω fpaq if we want to include the variable. It is called the ultralimit
of f along ω, or the ω-limit of f .
Note that the special case when D “ A “ N reduces to the well-known process
of taking an ultralimit over a sequence. Note also that if we restrict f to a subset
E of D such that ωpEq “ 1, then limω f |E “ limω f . We will use this fact many
times in the body of the paper without further comment.
Definition A.4. Let A be a set. We denote by βA the collection of all ultrafilters
onA. Note that A identifies canonically with the subset of βA consisting of principal
ultrafilters. The set βA can be equipped with a topology as follows.
For each subset B of A, define
B :“ tω P βA | ωpBq “ 1u.
The topology on βA is that generated by the sets B. Note that each set B is also
closed for this topology, and indeed identifies with the closure of the subset B of
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βA (i.e. the subset of principal ultrafilters coming from elements in B), justifying
the notation.
It is not difficult to check that with this topology βA becomes a compact Haus-
dorff topological space that contains A as a discrete, open, dense subset. The
topological space βA is called the Stone-Cˇech compactification of A, and the com-
plement of A, denoted BA :“ βAzA, is called the Stone-Cˇech corona of A.
Appendix B. Comparison with previous definitions of limit operators
The notion of limit operators we use in the main part of the paper (see Defini-
tion 4.4 above) looks quite different from those used by by Rabinovich, Roch and
Silbermann in [12, Section 1.2] and Roe in [16, Section 2]. It is the purpose of
this appendix to show that these various notions of limit operator give essentially
the same operator spectrum; here ‘essentially the same’ means that the operators
appearing in the two spectra are the same up to conjugation by canonical isometric
isomorphisms. In particular, the results of this appendix make it clear that [12,
Theorem 2.2.1] and [16, Theorem 3.4] are equivalent to special cases of Theorem
5.1, part (2) if and only (1), above.
Throughout this appendix, we work in the following setting. Let Γ be a countable
discrete group5, and equip Γ with any left-invariant6 bounded geometry metric
taking a discrete set of values (so in particular, Γ equipped with this metric is a
space, in the sense of Definition 2.1 above). It is well-known that such a metric
always exists and any two such metrics are coarsely equivalent: see for example [21,
Proposition 2.3.3]. It follows that the algebra of band-dominated operators on Γ
does not depend on the choice of such a metric.
For each g P Γ, let
ρg : ΓÑ Γ, x ÞÑ xg
denote the natural right translation map; using left-invariance of the metric, we see
that dpρgpxq, xq “ dpg, eq for all x, so in particular each ρg is a partial translation.
Each is moreover compatible with every ω P BΓ, as each has full domain, and thus
for each g P Γ and ω P βΓ, the element ρgpωq is a well-defined element of Γpωq. We
have the following lemma.
Lemma B.1. For each non-principal ultrafilter on G, the natural map
bω : ΓÑ Γpωq, g ÞÑ ρgpωq
is an isometric bijection.
Proof. The computation
dωpρxpωq, ρypωqq “ lim
gÑω
dpρxpgq, ρypgqq “ lim
gÑω
dpgx, gyq “ dpx, yq
(where the last step is left-invariance) shows that bω is isometric. To see surjectivity,
let α be any element of Γpωq, and t : D Ñ R be any partial translation that is
compatible with ω such that tpωq “ α. For each g P Γ, define
Dg :“ tx P D | tpxq “ ρgpxqu.
5Roe assumes Γ is finitely generated, and Rabinovich, Roch and Silbermann that it is ZN for
some N , but these restrictions make no difference to the definitions or proofs.
6This means that dpgh1, gh2q “ dph1, h2q for g, h1, h2 in Γ
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and note that as t is a partial translation, only finitely many Dg can be non-empty.
It follows that there is a unique g P Γ such that ωpDgq “ 1, and it follows that
α “ tpωq “ ρgpωq for this g. 
As usual, we will denote by ℓpEpΓq the Banach space of p-summable functions on
Γ with values in a given Banach space E. For each g P Γ, let Vg : ℓ
p
EpΓq Ñ ℓ
p
EpΓq
be the linear and isometric shift operator defined by
pVgξqphq “ ξpg
´1hq.
For each non-principal ultrafilter ω on Γ, let bω : ΓÑ Γpωq be the bijective isometry
from Lemma B.1, and let Uω : ℓ
p
EpΓq Ñ ℓ
p
EpΓpωqq be the corresponding linear
isometric isomorphism defined by
pUωξqpαq “ ξpb
´1
ω pαqq.
This notation will be fixed for the remainder of the appendix.
Having established all this notation, we first look at the definition of limit oper-
ator used by Roe [16, page 413].
Definition B.2. Let ℓ2pΓq denote the Hilbert space7 of square summable functions
on Γ.
Let A be a band-dominated operator on ℓ2pΓq. Then ([16, Corollary 2.6]) the
map
σpAq : ΓÑ Lpℓ2pΓqq, g ÞÑ VgAV
˚
g
has ˚-strongly precompact range, and so by the universal property of the Stone-
Cˇech compactification, extends to a ˚-strongly continuous map
σpAq : βΓÑ Lpℓ2pΓqq.
The Roe limit operator of A at a non-principal ultrafilter ω P BΓ, denoted Aω, is the
image σpAqpωq. The Roe operator spectrum of A, denoted σRoeop pAq, is the collection
tAω | ω P BΓu.
We now show that the Roe operator spectrum is essentially the same as ours.
Note that as E “ C is finite dimensional, all band-dominated operators on ℓ2pΓq
are rich in the sense of Definition 4.1 (cf. Remark 4.2).
Proposition B.3. If A is a band-dominated operator on ℓ2pΓq and ω is a non-
principal ultrafilter on Γ, then Aω “ U
˚
ωΦωpAqUω.
In particular, we have an equality of sets of operators
σRoeop pAq “ tU
˚
ωΦωpAqUω | ω P BΓu.
Proof. It suffices to check that the two operators Aω and U
˚
ωΦωpAqUω have the
same matrix entries. Indeed, for x, y P G, the px, yqth matrix coefficient of pAωq is
lim
gÑω
pVgAV
˚
g qx y “ lim
gÑω
Agx gy .
On the other hand, the px, yqth matrix coefficient of U˚ωΦωpAqUω is (by definition
of Uω in terms of the map g ÞÑ ρgpωq) the same as the pρxpωq, ρypωqq
th matrix
coefficient of ΦωpAq. Recall that for any x P Γ, ρx is itself a partial translation
on Γ (with full domain and codomain) that is compatible with ω and takes ω to
7One could also use p ‰ 2 and auxiliary Banach spaces; however, Roe only considers the case
in [16], so we will also restrict ourselves to this case for the sake of simplicity.
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ρxpωq. Hence by definition of ΦωpAq, the pρxpωq, ρypωqq
th matrix coefficient of this
operator is
lim
gÑω
Aρxpgq ρypgq “ limgÑω
Agx gy ,
so we are done. 
We now look at the definition of limit operators used by Rabinovich, Roch and
Silbermann [12, Definition 1.2.1], as it applies to the sort of band-dominated op-
erators we consider. As we mentioned before, Rabinovich, Roch and Silbermann
only consider Γ “ ZN , but there is no real additional complexity in case of a more
general group, so we consider that here.
Definition B.4. Let p be a number in p1,8q and E be a fixed Banach space. As
usual, if F is a subset of Γ, then we let PF denote the projection operator on ℓ
p
EpΓq
corresponding to the characteristic function of F .
Let h “ phnq be a sequence in Γ that tends to infinity, and let A be band-
dominated operator on ℓpEpΓq. An operator Ah on ℓ
p
EpΓq is the RRS limit operator
of A with respect to h if for every finite subset F of ZN , we have that
}PF pVh´1n AVhn ´Ahq} and }pVh´1n AVhn ´AhqPF }
tend to zero as n tends to infinity. The operator A is RRS rich ([12, Definition
1.2.5]) if for every sequence h “ phnq tending to infinity in Γ, there is a subsequence
h1 “ phnkq for which the RRS limit operator Ah1 exists.
The RRS operator spectrum of A, denoted σRRSop pAq, is the collection of all RRS
limit operators for A.
We start with a lemma giving a weak criterion for recognising RRS limit opera-
tors.
Lemma B.5. Let B and A be band-dominated operators, and let h “ phnq be a
sequence in Γ that tends to infinity. Assume that for every finite subset F of Γ
there exists a subsequence phnkq of h such that
lim
kÑ8
}PF pVh´1nk
AVhnk ´BqPF } “ 0.
Then there exists a subsequence h1 of h such that the RRS limit operator Ah1 exists
and equals B.
Proof. Using a diagonal argument and that Γ is countable, we may assume that
there exists a subsequence of phnkq such that for all finite F
(18) lim
kÑ8
}PF pVh´1nk
AVhnk ´BqPF } “ 0.
Now, consider the sequence pPF pVh´1nk
AVhnk qq
8
k“1 for some fixed finite set F . For
given ǫ ą 0, let A1 be any band operator such that }A´A1} ă ǫ{2, and let r be the
propagation of A1. Then for any k,
}PF pVh´1nk
AVhnk q ´ PF pVh´1nk
AVhnk qPNrpF q}
ď}PF pVh´1nk
pA´A1qVhnk q} ` }PF pVh´1nk
A1Vhnk qPNrpF q ´ PF pVh´1nk
A1Vhnk q}
` }PF pVh´1nk
pA´A1qVhnkPNrpF qq}
ăǫ.
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Let ǫ ą 0, and let r be as above for ǫ{3. Fix a finite subset F of Γ. Let K be such
that for all m, k ě K,
}PNrpF qpVh´1nk
AVhnk ´ Vh´1nm
AVhnm qPNrpF q} ă ǫ{3
(which exists by our assumption). Hence for any k,m ě K,
}PF pVh´1nk
AVhnk ´ Vh´1nm
AVhnm q}
ă 2ǫ{3` }PNrpF qpVh´1nk
AVhnk ´ Vh´1nm
AVhnm qPNrpF q}
ă ǫ.
Hence for any finite subset F of Γ, the sequence pPF pVh´1nk
AVhnk qqk is Cauchy, and
so convergent. Similarly, for any F , the sequence ppV
h
´1
nk
AVhnk qPF qk is Cauchy so
convergent. Checking matrix entries using line (18), we must have that these two
sequences converge to PFB and BPF . Looking back at the definition of RRS limit
operator, this completes the proof. 
Proposition B.6. Fix p P p0, 1q and a Banach space E. Then a band-dominated
operator A on ℓpEpXq is RRS rich if and only if it is rich in the sense of Definition
4.1 above. Moreover
σRRSop pAq “ tU
´1
ω ΦωpAqUω | ω P BΓu.
Proof. We first summarise some formulas for px, yqth matrix entries of limit opera-
tors. If Ah is a RRS limit operator of A for some sequence h “ phnqnPN, then
(19) pAhqx y “ lim
nÑ8
´
Vh´1n AVhn
¯
x y
“ lim
nÑ8
Ahnx hny “ lim
nÑ8
Aρxphnq ρyphnq.
On the other hand, if ΦωpAq is the limit operator in the sense of Definition 4.1,
then by our definitions and Lemma B.1
(20)
`
U´1ω ΦωpAqUω
˘
x y
“ lim
gÑω
Aρxpgq ρypgq “ lim
gÑω
Axg yg.
Furthermore, if ω P BΓ is such that ωpthn | n P Nuq “ 1 and the limit (19) exists,
then the limit (20) exists, and the two limits are equal.
Embarking on the proof of Proposition, assume first that A is an RRS rich band-
dominated operator. To see that A is rich in the sense of Definition 4.1 it suffices to
show that for any x, y P Γ, the limit (20) exists (for the norm topology on LpEq).
Note, however, that the condition of RRS richness implies that for any x, y P Γ,
any sequence in the set
tpV ´1g AVgqx y P LpEq | g P Γu
has a convergent subsequence (with limit possibly not in the set) for the norm
topology on LpEq. However, this set is precisely equal to
tAxg yg | g P Γu
and thus we may conclude that this set is norm precompact. Hence the limit in
line (20) exists by the universal property of βΓ.
We now prove that if Ah P σ
RRS
op pAq for some sequence h “ phnqnPN, then
there exists ω P BΓ, such that Ah “ U
´1
ω ΦωpAqUω . Take any ω P BΓ, such that
ωpthn | n P Nuq “ 1. We already know that ΦωpAq exists, so by the observation at
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the beginning of the proof, the matrix coefficients of U´1ω ΦωpAqUω are the same as
the matrix coefficients of Ah, hence the operators are the same. Summarising,
σRRSop pAq Ď tU
´1
ω ΦωpAqUω | ω P BΓu.
For the converse assume that A is rich in the sense of Definition 4.1. Let h “ phnq
be a sequence tending to infinity in Γ and write H0 “ thn | n P Nu. Let ω be a
non-principal ultrafilter on Γ such that ωpH0q “ 1.
Let F be a finite subset of Γ. Now, as A is rich, all the limits
lim
gÑω
Aρxpgq ρypgq
exist as x, y range over Γ. As F is finite, there is a subset H1 of H0 such that
}Aρxpgq ρypgq ´Aρxphq ρyphq} ă 2
´1
for all g, h in H1 and x, y P F , and so that ωpH1q “ 1. Continuing in this way, we
get a nested sequence of subsets
H0 Ě H1 Ě H2 Ě
of Γ, all of ω-measure one, such that for all x, y P F and all g, h P Hk,
}Aρxpgq ρypgq ´Aρxphq ρyphq} ă 2
´k.
Choose now any subsequence phnkq of h such that hnk is in Hk. Then the sequence
(21)
´
Aρxphnk q ρyphnk q
¯8
k“1
is Cauchy in LpℓpEpΓqq and so convergent for all x, y P F . The limit of this sequence
is in fact equal to the px, yqth matrix entry of U´1ω ΦωpAqUω , by our choice of hnk
and the computation (20). Consequently, by finiteness of F , the sequence`
PFVh´1nk
AVhnkPF
˘8
k“1
converges in LpℓpEpΓqq to PFU
´1
ω ΦωpAqUωPF . Using Lemma B.5, we see that
U´1ω ΦωpAqUω is the RRS limit operator Ah1 for some subsequence h
1 of h.
From this consideration, we can draw two conclusions: if A is rich in the sense
of Definition 4.1, then it is also RRS rich, and for any ω P BΓ, the operator
U´1ω ΦωpAqUω belongs to σ
RRS
op pAq. This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 
Appendix C. Groupoid C˚-algebra approach
In this section, we sketch the connections of our approach to the theory of
groupoids and their C˚-algebras. The machinery of groupoid C˚-algebras allows
a relatively short proof of the part of Theorem 5.1 showing that condition (2) is
equivalent to condition (1), at least in the case of band-dominated operators on
ℓ2
C
pXq for a space X . The approach is very similar to Roe’s work in the context
of discrete groups [16]. As this approach through groupoids assumes quite a lot of
machinery, it is difficult to argue that it is genuinely ‘simpler’ than the approach in
the main body of the paper, but it does provide a short conceptual proof for those
readers familiar with the necessary background.
We have not made any effort to keep this material self-contained: a basic refer-
ence for what we need from groupoid C˚-algebra theory is Renault’s notes [13].
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Let G be a locally compact, Hausdorff e´tale groupoid with unit space Gp0q and
source and range maps r : GÑ Gp0q, s : GÑ Gp0q. For each x P Gp0q, write
Gx “ s
´1pxq “ tg P G | spgq “ xu
for the source fibre at x; as G is assumed e´tale, the topology this inherits from G
is the discrete topology. Let CcpGq denote the convolution ˚-algebra of compactly
supported, complex-valued continuous functions on G.
Any point x in the unit space Gp0q gives rise to a regular representation (compare
[13, 2.3.4])
πx : CcpGq Ñ Bpℓ
2pGxqq
defined for f P CcpGq, v P ℓ
2pGxq and g P Gx by
pπxpfqvqpgq “
ÿ
hPGx
fpgh´1qvphq.
It is not difficult to check that πx is a well-defined ˚-homomorphism. The reduced
norm on CcpGq is then defined by
}f}r :“ sup
xPGp0q
}πxpfq},
and the reduced groupoid C˚-algebra C˚r pGq is the completion of the ˚-algebra
CcpGq in this norm.
Let X be a space as in Definition 2.1. Let GpXq be the coarse groupoid on X
as introduced by Skandalis, Tu, and Yu in [20] (see also [15, Chapter 10]). As a set
GpXq identifies with Yrą0Er
βXˆβX
, where Er is defined by
Er :“ tpx, yq P X | dpx, yq ď ru.
The groupoid operations are the restriction of the pair groupoid operations from
βXˆβX . The topology on GpXq agrees with the subspace topology from βXˆβX
on each Er, and is globally defined by stipulating that a subset U of G is open if
and only if UXEr is open in Er for all r ą 0 (this is not the subspace topology from
βX ˆ βX !). Equipped with this topology, GpXq is a locally compact, σ-compact
(not second countable) Hausdorff, e´tale groupoid. Write G8pXq for the restriction
of the coarse groupoid to the closed saturated subset BX of βX “ GpXqp0q and
X ˆX for the restriction of GpXq to the open saturated subset X of βX (which
is just the pair groupoid of X , with the discrete topology). Note that this gives a
decomposition
GpXq “ X ˆX \G8pXq
and a corresponding short exact sequence of convolution algebras
0Ñ CcpX ˆXq Ñ CcpGpXqq Ñ CcpG8pXqq Ñ 0.
Writing C˚r pX ˆ Xq, C
˚
r pGpXqq, and C
˚
r pG8pXqq for the reduced groupoid C
˚-
algebras of X ˆX , GpXq and G8pXq respectively, we may complete this sequence
to a sequence of C˚-algebras
(22) 0Ñ C˚r pX ˆXq Ñ C
˚
r pGpXqq Ñ C
˚
r pG8pXqq Ñ 0.
The following lemma is essentially proved in [15, Proposition 10.29].
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Lemma C.1. Let X be a space. Let f be an element of the convolution ˚-algebra
CcpGpXqq, so f is a continuous function supported in Er for some r ą 0. We
interpret f as a bounded function from XˆX to C which is zero on the complement
of Er. Define an operator Af on ℓ
2pXq by setting its matrix coefficients to be
pAf qxy “ fpx, yq;
note that Af is a band operator as f is supported on Er. Then the assignment
Ψ : CcpGpXqq Ñ A
2
CpXq, f ÞÑ Af
extends to a ˚-isomorphism of C˚r pGpXqq onto A
2
C
pXq, the C˚-algebra of band-
dominated operators on ℓ2pXq. Moreover, Ψ takes the ideal C˚r pX ˆ Xq onto the
compact operators on ℓ2pXq. 
Definition C.2. Let X be a space. Let f be an element of C˚r pGpXqq. For any
ω P βX , the associated limit operator over ω is
πωpfq P Lpℓ
2pGpXqωqq.
Lemma C.3. Let ω a non-principal ultrafilter on a space X. Define
F : Xpωq Ñ GpXqω , α ÞÑ pα, ωq.
Then F is a bijection.
Moreover, if
U : ℓ2pGpXqωq Ñ ℓ
2pXpωqq, pUvqpαq :“ vpα, ωq
is the unitary isomorphism induced by F and
Ψ : C˚r pGpXqq Ñ A
2
CpXq, Ψpfq “ Af
is the canonical ˚-isomorphism from Lemma C.1, then
U˚ΦωpΨpfqqU “ πωpfq
where ΦωpΨpfqq is as in Definition 4.4 and πωpfq is as in Definition C.2.
Proof. Note first that F is well-defined as if pxλq is a net converging to ω and tα is
a partial translation compatible with ω such that tαpωq “ α, then (possibly after
passing to a subnet of xλ in the domain of tα) ptαpxλq, xλq is a net in some Er that
converges to pα, ωq. It follows from this that pα, ωq is in GpXqω.
The map F is clearly injective. To see surjectivity, take pα, ωq P GpXqω , say
pα, ωq P Er
βXˆβX
for some r ě 0. Recall [15, Corollary 10.18] that the inclusion
Er Ñ X ˆX extends to a homeomorphism
Er
βpXˆXq
Ñ Er
βXˆβX
Ď βX ˆ βX,
whence we can think of pα, βq as an element of βpX ˆ Xq, i.e. an ultrafilter on
X ˆX , which assigns 1 to the set Er. Now decomposing Er into a finite disjoint
union of graphs of partial translations (see for example the proof of Lemma 2.4)
yields a partial translation, say t : D Ñ R, such that
pα, ωq P tptpxq, xq | x P Du
βpXˆXq
.
Using [15, discussion in 10.18–10.24] again, we conclude that ωpDq “ 1 (so that t
is compatible with ω), and that tpωq “ α. Hence α P Xpωq.
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To complete the proof, we compare matrix coefficients. Take f P CcpGpXqq.
Given pα, ωq, pβ, ωq P GpXqω, we obtain
πωpfqpα,ωqpβ,ωq “ fppα, ωq ˝ pω, βqq “ fppα, βqq.
Say tα and tβ are compatible with ω and such that tαpωq “ α and tβpωq “ β. Then
by continuity of f , we have
fppα, βqq “ lim
xÑω
fptαpxq, tβpxqq;
on the other hand, by definition of Ψ,
lim
xÑω
fptαpxq, tβpxqq “ lim
xÑω
pΨpfqqtαpxq tβpxq “ ΦωpΨpfqqαβ .
Putting this together
ΦωpΨpfqqαβ “ πωpfqpα,ωqpβ,ωq,
which is the desired statement for f P CcpGpXqq; the proof is completed by conti-
nuity of U . 
Theorem C.4. Say X is a space with property A. Let Ψ : C˚r pGpXqq Ñ A
2
C
pXq be
the canonical isomorphism from Lemma C.1. Let f be an operator in C˚r pGpXqq.
Then the following are equivalent.
(1) Ψpfq is Fredholm.
(2) f is invertible in C˚r pG8pXqq.
(3) There exists c ą 0 such that the following holds. For each ω in BX, the operator
πωpfq is invertible, and
}πωpfq
´1} ď c.
(4) There exists c ą 0 such that the following holds. For each ω in BX, the operator
ΦωpΨpfqq is invertible, and
}ΦωpΨpfqq
´1} ď c.
Proof. Consider the sequence of C˚-algebras
0Ñ C˚r pX ˆXq Ñ C
˚
r pGpXqq Ñ C
˚
r pG8pXqq Ñ 0
from line (22) above. In general, this need not be exact at the middle term. How-
ever, if X has property A, then the groupoid GpXq is amenable by [20, Theorem
5.3]; this in turn implies amenability of G8pXq. Moreover, the pair groupoidXˆX
is automatically amenable. Hence by [4, Corollary 5.6.17] the maximal and reduced
groupoid C˚-algebras of these three groupoids are the same. On the other hand,
the sequence
0Ñ C˚maxpX ˆXq Ñ C
˚
maxpGpXqq Ñ C
˚
maxpG8pXqq Ñ 0
is well-known to be exact automatically: the only issue is that exactness could fail
at the middle term, and thus to show that any representation of CcpGpXqq that
contains CcpX ˆXq in its kernel, and thus defines a representation of CcpG8pXqq,
extends to C˚maxpG8pXqq; this follows from the universal property of the maximal
completion.
We may thus conclude that the sequence in line (22) is exact. The natural
identification from Lemma C.1 of the middle term with A2
C
pXq identifies the ideal
C˚r pXˆXq with Kpℓ
2pXqq, and so the equivalence of parts (1) and (2) follows from
exactness of this sequence and Atkinson’s theorem.
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The fact that (2) implies (3) follows from the fact that the ˚-homomorphisms
πω : C
˚
r pGpXqq Ñ Lpℓ
2pGpXqωqq
are automatically contractive and factor through C˚r pG8pXqq for all ω P BX . To
see that (3) implies (2), note that the definition of the reduced norm implies that
the direct sum representation
π :“
à
ωPBX
πω : C
˚
r pG8pXqq Ñ L
´ à
ωPBX
ℓ2pGpXqωq
¯
is faithful. The condition in (3) guarantees that the operator
B :“
à
ωPBX
pπωpfqq
´1
makes sense on ‘ℓ2pGpXqωq, and it is clearly the inverse of πpfq. As C
˚-algebras
are inverse closed, B is in πpC˚r pG8pXqqq, and whatever operator in C
˚
r pG8pXqq
maps to B under the faithful representation π must in fact be an inverse to f in
C˚r pG8pXqq.
Finally, note that (3) is equivalent to (4) by Lemma C.3. 
We do not know a short proof that the uniform boundedness condition in The-
orem C.4 is unnecessary.
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